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ACHARYA NAGARJUNA LTNMRSITy::NAGARJUNA NAGAR-522 StO
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

M.Sc. Mathematics Program
Curriculum and Syllabus

(with effect from202l - 22 admitted batch)

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Credits at a glance

M.Sc. Mathematics Semester- I
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S.No Nature ofthe Course Credits
I Core Courses 64

Electives l6
J Moocs Courses 08
4 Pro ect 04
5 lve vtva voceCom 04

Total number of credits

S.No Subject
Code

Name of the
Subj ect

Number of periods
per week

(Lectures/Seminar/
Tutorials)

credits Assesment
Internal End

Semester

I Ml0l ALGEB RA 06L+01S/T 4 30o/o 70%
Ml02 ANALYSIS-I 06L+01S/T 4 30o/o 70o/o

., Ml03 DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

06L+01S/T 4 30% 70o/o

4 Ml04 TOPOLOGY 06L+01S/T 4 30% 70o/o

5 Ml05 ADVANCED
DISCRETE
MATHEMATICS

06L+01s/T 4 30o/o '700/o

Total Credits for Semester-I
20

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharva NaBariuna Universlty

Nagiriuna Nagar-522 510'
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S.No. Subject
Code

Name of the
Subject

Number of periods
per week

(LectureVSeminar/
Tutorials)

credits Assesment
Intemal End

Semester

I M20l GALOIS TT{EORY 06L+01s/T 4 30% 70o/o
2 M202 ANALYSIS.II 06L+01S/T 4 30% 70%
J M203 MEASLTRE AND

INTEGRATION
06L+01SiT 4 30o/o 70o/o

4 M204 NUMERICAL
METHORS

06L+01S/T 4 30o/o 70%

5 M205 06L+01Sff 4 30o1o 70o/o

M2CV MOOCS COURSE 4

Total Credits for Semester-Il
24
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M.Sc. Mathematics Semester-Il

M.Sc. Mathematics Semester-III
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P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagariuna University

Napari',na ilader-sr7 qln

S.No Subject
Code

Name of the Subject Number of
periods per

week
(Lectures/Semi
narl Tutorials)

credi
ts

Assesment
Intemal End

Semester

I M30l RINGS AND MODULES 06L+01S/T 4 30% 70%
2 M302 COMPLEX ANALYSIS 06L+01S/T 4 30% 70%
3 M303 FUCNTIONAL

ANALYSIS
06L+01S/T 4 30%

4
Elective

.I

M304(A)

06L+01SiT
4

30o/o 70%M304(B) SEMI GROUPS

M304(C) NUMBERTHEORY

5

Elective
-II

M305(A) MATT{EMATICAL
BIOLOGY

06L+01S/T ,'| 30o/o 70o/oM305(B) LINEAR
PROGRAMMING

M30s(c) MATHEMATICAL
MATHEDS

6 MOOCS COURSE 4

Total Credits for Semester-Ill
24
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GRAPH THEORY
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70%

FUZZY SETS AND
TI{EIR APPLICATIONS



S.No Subject
Code

Name ofthe Subject credi
ts

Assesment
Internal End

Semester

I M40l NON-COMMUTATTVE
RINGS

06L+01s/T 4 30% 70%

2 M402 06L+01S/T 4 30o/o 70%

J M403 NEAR zuNGS 06L+01s/T 4 30% 70%

4
Elective

-m

M404(A) ALGEBRAIC CODING
THEORY

06L+01S/T
4

70%
M404(B) LATTICETHEORY
M404(C) OPERATORTHEORY

M405(A) COMMUTATIVE
ALGEBRA

06L+01S/T 4 30% 70%M405(B) BANACH AIGEBRA
M405(C) OPERATIONS

RESEARCH

6 M4PRO PROJECT 4

7 M4PRV Project VIVA VOCE 4

Total Credits for Semester-lV
28

M.Sc. Mathematics Semester-fV

Project:

The student will be given Project topics at the beginning of the IV semester by the faculty in-
charge and the student has to present the topics, submit the hard copy of seminar to take report
at the end of the IV semester. Out of a total of 100 marks, for the seminar evaluation, 50 marks
for seminar report and record and 50 marks for the end semester examination (viva-voce)- The
Viva-Voce shall be conducted by a committee consisting of HOD, faculty in charge and a
extemal examiner nominated by the university.

Instructions for evaluation

1. Each theory subject is evaluated for 100 Marks out of which 70 marks through end
examination and intemal assessment would be for 30 marks.
2. End Examination Question paper pattem is as follows:
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Number of
periods per

week
(LectureVSemi
narl Tutorials)

PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

30%

5

Elective
-IV
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M.Sc DEGREE EXAMINATION, Month: _-----_, year-____- paperCode:
Semester -___ , Mathematics

Paper No. ------- Name of the Subject _:__
(with effect from ----- admitted bach)

Time: 3 hrs

Answer any FIVE questions.One question from each unit.

LTNIT-I

(oR)

Maximum marks: 70
4 marks : 70 marks)(5xl

1(a)
(b)

2(a)
(b)

3(a)
(b)

4(a)
(b)

5(a)
(b)

6(a)
(b)

7(a)
(b)

8(a)
(b)

e (a)
(b)

UNIT-II

(oR)

L]NIT-III

(oR)

UNIT-IV

(oR)

T]NIT-V

(oR)

9.9"\5*
C HAIRMAN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagarjuna University

Nagarjuna Nagar-522 510.

l0 (a)
(b)



30A MarksMl0l(21)tl ect Code :
70nd Exam Marks
100otal Marks

06L + 0l S/To. of Lecture / Seminar/

Course Objectives: To introduce the concepts Groups'-Permutation FrouDs' Direct product of groups'

Rings, Euclidean Ring., rotyno,,'iri-Ri"grlfi r.n,J r.f",ed. theorieslnd io develop workingknowledge of

ilr"" ;;;;;;;;J"ii.'.r. r'. r". ,ppiyinit ". in no.uer rheory and construction ofcertain fields.

M.SC. MATHEMATICS, I SEMESTER

M101(21)(NR): ALGEBRA

(With effect from the batch of students admitted duting202l'2022)

Unit-I

Unit-II

Unit-III

Unit-IV

Group theory: Definition of a Group - Some Examples of Groups - Some Preliminary

Irmmas - Subgroups - e coorrtln! Principle - Normal Subgroups and Quotient Groups -

HomomorPhisms- AutomorPhisms'

(2.1 to 2.8 of the prescribed book [l])

Learnins outcomes: Upon comptetion of this unit' the student will be able to: Undentand theconcept of

Ct""ptlfr.^"f groups and Quotients ErouPs and automorphisms'

Group Theory Continued: Cayley's theorem - Permutation groups-Another counting

orinciple -SYlow's theorem'
'(2.9 to}.li of the prescribed book Ill)

Learningoutcomes:Uponcompletionofthisunit'thestudentwillbeableto:AnalyseCayley'stheorem'
permutation grouP., .oununro''n"iolJ: 

"Sfiil;; 
and apply them for describing smrcnues of

flngs.

Direct products - finite abelian groups; Ring Theory: Definitions and Examples of

Rings - some special classes "i;;;t-i;"-;t+ilTt 
- Ideals and quotient Rings

i). i"i.)-. i+ ."0 3.1 to 3.4 of the prescribed book [l])

Learning outcomes: Upon complotion of this unit' the student willte able to: describe dhect producs'

structures of finite ab"riun g'oop' #i'l;.*;il'il;;*ledge of Rings' ideals of Rings and Quotient

Ring Theory Continued: More Ideals and quotient'Rinss - The field of quotients of an

tntegral domain -Euclidean'il;r: ;";;"or1r- pu.ria"r"t ring -Polynomial Rings -

pofv"nomiafs over the rational field'

if-.i ,o r. tO of ,ne Prescribed book Ill)'

6,^i.--^-
/'a>*

,"*"*,,}ll[t#]*'*o-

Tutorial for week

finite grouPs.



Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: DescribeField of euotients
ofan integral domain, Euclidean rings,PolynomialRings and polynomial rings over the field of rational
numbers.

Unit-V

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: describe some other forms
of polynomial rings and also base and dimension of a Vector Space and dual spaces.

PRESCRIBED BOOK: I I.N. Herstein, 'Topics in Algebra', Second Edition, John Wiley &
Sons, 1999.

REFERENCEBOOKS:
1. P. B. Bhattacharya, S. K. Jain, S. R. Nagpaul. "Basic Abstract Algebra", Second

Edition, Cambridge Press, 1995.
2. Thomas W. Hungerford, 'Algebra',Springer-Verlag, New York, 1974.

3. Serge Lang, 'Algebra', Revised Third Edition, Springer-Verlag, New York, 2002.

(l' -S,-;'..*'.-'--

/'

,,*fffi

Poll'nomial Rings over Commutative Rings;Vector Spaces: Elementary Basic
Concepts - Linear Independence and Bases - Dual spaces.
(3.11 and 4.1 to4.3 of the prescribed book Il]).



CODE: M 1.1(21)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION
First Semester
Mathematics

PaPer I- ALGEBRA
MODELPAPER

Time: Three hours
Maximum: 70 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit' (5 x 14 = 70 marla)

UNIT. I

l. (a) State and Prove Lagrange's theorem'

(b) IfllandKarefinitesubgtoupsofagroupGoforderso(Il)ando(K)

respectively, then prove that 
",Of '=ffi'

(oR)

2. (a) State and prove Cauchy's theorem for abelian groups'

Prove that I(G) r:GZ, where I(G) is the gloup of inner automorphisms of the

group G and Z is the center of G'

UNIT. II

3. (a) State and Prove Cayley'stheorem

(b) Prove that if G i' 
" 
f;1";;;;oio'a" p'' p is a prime number ' 

then G is

(b)

abelian.
(oR)

4. (a) If p is a prime number' G is a finite gr ortp ud p" f o(G) then prove that G has

a subgtouP of order P' '

O) SIut" -a pro'e the third part of the Sylow's theorem'

/'
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UNIT.III

5, (a) Show that if G and Grare isomorphic abelian groups' then for every integers's

and sr , G(s; and G(st) are isomorphic'

(b) Describe all frnite abeliangroups of order (i) 26 (i) 23 x34 '

(oR)

6. (a) Prove that a finite integral domain is a field'

O) If M is an ideal of the ring R, then prove that

homomorPhic image of R'

/ris airrlandis

UNIT. IV

'l (a) If R is a commutative ring with unit elem erfi and.M is an ideal of R then prove

that M is a maximal ideal of Rif antl only if /ris afield'

(b) I-et R be a Euclidean ring' Then prove that any two elements a and b in R have a

greatest comrron divisoi d and d = xa + Yb for some x' y in R'

(oR)

8 (a) If p is a prime number of the form 4n+lthen prove thal p=a2+b2for

some integers a and b'

(b) State and prove the Eisenstein Criterion'

UNIT. V

9 (a)Prove that if R is an unique factorization domain then so is R[x]'

@) Prove that if V is a finite-dimensional vector space over F then any two bases of

V have the same number of elements'

(oR)

10. (a) If V is a finite dimensional vector space andl7 is a subspace ofV 
' 
then prove

Thatwis frnite dimen'stJ"' *'"*t dimV anddimV/IY < dimV -dimlV'

(b) Prove that ifV andlV are finite dimensional vector spaces of dimensions rz

andnrespectivel,ou",o,n"oHomU,W)isofdimensionmnoverF.

^tr
Q_ ,>v-'-
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
ACHARYA NAGARJUNA I]AIVERSITY

M.Sc., Mathematics
SYLLABI]S

(With effect from the batch ofstudents admitted during 2021-2022)

I.SEMESTER

M IO2.ANALYSIS.I

Course Objectives: The course objective is to develop problem solving skills and to acquire

knowledge on some ofthe basic concepts in numerical sequences, series, limits, derivatives, and

Riemann Stieltjes -integrals..

UNIT-I
Numerical Sequences and Series: Convergent sequences, Subsequences, Cauchy
Sequences.
(3.1 to3.l4ofChapter3oftheTextbook) (Questions not to be given in 3.t to3.14)

Upper and Lower limits, Some special sequences, Series, Series of non-negative terms , Number e 
'

The Root and Ratio tests, Power series , Summation by parts , Absolute convergence , Addition and

Multiplication of series.
(3.15 to 3.51 of Chapter 3 of the Text book)

Learning Outcomes:
Upon coirpletion ofthis unit, the student will be able to: Undemtand the concepts ofnumerical

sequences, series, and limits. Compute the limits ofsome sequences and 'e' with great accuracy.

Become familiar with a number ofseries ofnonnegative terms whose convergence or divergence

i**. rf PnooO,

UNIT-II
iontinuity, Limits of functions, Continuous functions, Continuity and Compactness, Continuity and

connectedness. Discontinuities, Monotonic functions, lnfinite limits and limits at infinity'

(Chapter 4 of the Text book)

Learning Outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Undersland the

*n""ptr-of u.it und coniinuity oflunctions and discuss types of discontinuities'

UNIT-III
iiii"r*tiution, Derivative of a real funcrion ,Mean value theorems' The continuity of derivatives'

L'HosDital's rule, Derivatives of higher order' Taylor's theorem'

(5.1 td 5.15 of Chapter 5 of the Text book)

L€arning Outcomes: Upon completion ofrhis unit, lhe student will be able to:Study another equally

il;;*rri;";."p,;u."iy oino.ntiution that is essential in the study ofvelocitv and acceleration of

continuous Paths. 1

G'9-\*

Subject Code: M 102 I A Marks 30
No. of Lecture / Seminar /
Tutorial for week

06L + 0l s/T End Exam Marks 70
Total Marks 100

M 102(21) (NR)

/q.b/ -qiliittrl''b*ts"



UNIT.IV
Differentiation of vector-valued functions.

Riemann-stieltjes Integral: Definition and Existence of the Integral.

(5.16to5.19of Chapter 5 and 6.1 to 6.1't of ChapterG of the Text book)

Learning Outcomes: Upon completion ofthis unit, the student will be able to: Determine the

fuemann-- stieltjes integability ofa bounded function and prove a selection oftheorems concerning

integration.

UNIT.V
p.p".ti", of the lntegral, Integration and Differentiation, Integration of vector-valued functions ,

Rectifiable curves.
(6.121o 6.27 of ChapterO of the Texl book)

LearningOutcomes:Uponcompletionofthisunit,thestudentwillbeableto:Proveintegrationand
aiffar"nt-iution ," 1in a cirtain sense) inverse operations and prove a selection oftheorems conceming

integration

TEXTBOOK:
p."i".ip[, 

"f-rJ",ftematical 
analysis by walter Rudin 3d Edition'

REFERENCE BOOK:
il;ih;;i;A*iysis ov rom M. Apostal, Narosa Publishing House' 2nd Edition' 1985'

Course Outcomes: After completing this course, the student gets adequale knowledge on numerical

,.qu.n".rurd."ri.sandatsoaboutthebehaviourofafunctioninthevicinityofapoint'leamsabout
discontinuities at a point, analytical study ofthe moment of particle in the plane as well as the areas of

the region bounded by a curve and the axes'

1
g >u-
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Time: Three hours

CoDE: M 1.2(2r) NR)
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION. OCTOBERNOVEMBER 2021

First Semester

Mathematics

Paper II - ANALYSIS - I (MODEL PAPER)

Maximum : ?0 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit. (5 x 14 :70 Marks)

IJNIT I
n

l. (a) Prove that 11r-: - =Q,where p>0and aisreal'
"-" (l + P)

(b) Suppose at>a2>ai>....20.Thenthe.",i". i', converges if and only ifthe
n-l

series )2*a.r conYerges

2 (a) For any sequence {c, } of positive numb€rs, show that tlm sup 4f < tim sup 9r
(oR)

(b) Suppose (i) a, conYerges absolutelY,

a,= A,

b,,=B

Then show that f c, converges to AB, where s,=la*b, r'n=0'l'2,"""

s

i)I
r)i

,:

UNIT II

3 (a) Prove that a mapping/of a metric spaceX into ametric space Iis continuous

on X If and only if/-!(/) is op€n in X for every open set I/ in I'

(b) Suppose ;f is a continuous mapping of a compact metric sPace X into a metric space

I.Then Prove that /(X) is comPact'

(oR)

4 (a) Let /be a continuous mapping ofa compact metric sPace X into a metric space f'

Then prove that.f is uniformly continuous on X'

(b) Let / be monotonic on (a,b) -Ihen prove that the set ofpoints of (a'6) at which / is

discontinuous is at most countable'

/'

'I,u1ffi**)u*u
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UNIT III

5 (a) Let / and g be continuous real functions on [a,b] which are differentiable in (a'b)'

Then prove that there is a point x e (4, b) at which

lf (b)- f@\1c'O) = [s(b) -s(a)],r'(x)'

(bt lf c^+a+.........-*"o.,'* "' =0, where cn,c',cr,... ""',c,are real conslants' then
" 2 n n+l

prove that the equation co + c,r +..,..... + c,,,x' t 
+ cnx' =0 has atleast one real root

between 0 and l.
(oR)

6 (a) Suppose /is a real differentiable tunction on [a'b]and suppose f'(a)<1<f'(b)

Then prove that there is a point x e (a,b) such that /r(,x) = 2'

(b) State and prove Taylor's theorem.

UNIT IV

(a) Suppose f is a continuous mapping of [a,D] into IR'r and f is differentiabte in (a'D)'

rhen prove that there exists .re(a,b)ru"hthut 17(b) -7(')l= {a - '1171'r1

(b) State and prove th€ necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of

Riemann-stieltjes integral

(oR)

(a) Suppose / is bounded on [a,b]' / has onlv finitely many points ofdiscontinuitv on

[c,b], and d is continuous at every point at which .,f is discontinuous' Then prove

that / € E(a) on [a,D].

(b) Suppose f en@) on [a,b], m < f < M 'P is continuous on fm'Ml'and

ft1r) =9(/1x))on [a,bl'rhen prove that ]eB(a)on [a'b]'

,7

ti

at'

-q|[',:-* ]ff'-
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UNIT V

9 (a) If /e91(a)and ge!l(a)on [a.b],then prove that (i) /ge!1(a) and

1ii1 l/l e B(a) and fd

(b) Assume a is inoeasing and a' is Reimann integrable on [a,b] For any bounded

function 7f defined on [a,b], prove that / e B(a) if and only if /rz' is Reimann

integrable.

(oR)

l0 (a) State and prove the fundamental theorem ofcalculus'

(b) If 7r is continuous on [a, b], then show that / is rectifiable and that

I "l'i.t'to"

"o)=llr' t[,,(t

/

g-w\)-

"$'l;$i;ffi;'IlHf;t-



M.Sc. MATHEMATICS, I SEMESTER
Ml 03(2 IXNR): DIFFERENTIAL EeUATTONST#*-

(With effect from the batch of students admitted during 2021-2022)

Subject Code : Ml03(2r ) I A Marks 30
No. of Lecture / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

06L + 0t s/T End Exam Marks 70
Total Marks t00

UNIT-I: Linear equatiors of th€ first order: Linear equations ofthe first order - The equation
Yr+ ay = 6 - 11," *uation yl + ay = 6(x) - The general linear equation ofthe firsl order. (Sections 4-
7 Chapter I ofPrescribed Text book).
Linear Equations with constant co-€fficients: Introduction - The second order Homogeneous
equation - lnitial value problems for the second order equations. (Sections I to 3 in Chapter 2
Prescribed Book).

Lcarning outcomes: Upon completion ofthis unit, the student will be able to: Obtain the solutions of
first order linear differential equations. second order homogeneous equations and initial value
problems for the second order equations.
UNIT - II
Linear Equations with constant co-cltrcients: Linear dependence and independence - A formula
for the Wronskian - The non-homogeneous equation ofordel two - The homogeneous equation of
order n - Initial value problems tbr n-th order equations.(Sections 4 to 8 in Chapter 2 Prescribed
Text Book).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion ofthis unit, the student will be able to: Obtain the solutions of
non-homogeneous linear differential equations with constant coefficients and undentand the utility of
Wronskian, linear independence and independence of solutions.

course objectives: To provide sorne standard methods for solving firsrorder, second-order and
higher''order homogeneous and nonhomogeneous ordinary differential equations with constant
and variable coefficients, linear equation lvith regular singular points, and to study the method
ofsuccessive approximations, Lipshitz condition and non-local existence ofsolutions.

UNIT - lll: Linear Equations with Variable Co-ellicients: Intr oduction - Initial value problems

for the homogeneous equation - Solutions ofthe homogeneous equation - The Wronskian and

linear independence - Reduction ofthe order ofa homogeneous equation - The non-homogeneous

equation - Homogeneous eqtutions u'ith analylic coefficients. (Sections I to7 in Chapter 3

Prescribed Text Book).

Learning outcomes: Upon complction ofthis unit, the student will be able to: leam how to solve

homogeneous and non-homogeneous differential equations with variable coefficients and

homogeneous equation with analytic co-efficient.

UNIT - IV : Linear Equations with Regular Singtrlar Points: Introduction - The Euler

equntion - Second order equations with regular singular points - A convergence proof- The

eiceptional cases - The Bessel equation.(Sections I to ? in Chapter 4 Prescribed Text Book).

Lelrning outcomes: Upon completion ofthis unit, the student will be able to: uuderstand the

concept;egular singulir points and solve the Euler equation and the Bessel equation'

uNIT- V: Existence and Uniqueness of solutions lo First order Equations: lntroduction -
Equation lvith yariables separatid - Exact equarions - The nrethod ofsuccessive approximations

_ the Lipschitz con6ition - Convergence ofthe successive approximations - Nonlocal

existence ofsolutions. ( Sections I to 7 in Chapter 5 Presffibed Text Book)'

s
,"ffiu[l$*'u-



-E
Learning outcomes: upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: understand

the concepts of successive approximations, The Lipschitz condition and prove local and
Nonlocal existence theorems.

Prescribed Text Book : An introduction to Ordinary Differential Equations by Earl A.
Coddington, Prentice-hall of Indial private Limited, NEW DELHI, 1974.

course outcomes: The students shall receive good introduction to the study of solutions of
equations in higher order derivatives of a variable function with variable coefficients in general
and constant coefficients as well as the student also learns technique of tinding solutions of
somespecial types of equations. Finally the student learns how to establish existence and
uniqueness of y' = /(,r, y) when .f satisfres the Lipschitz condition.

'.[,*$-$*



CODE: M103(21)O{R)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION' MARCH 202-
FIRST SEMESTER
MATIMMATICS

PAPET -III, DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Model PaPer

UNIT-I

l. (a) Finrl all solutions of the equation yr *2*y =-:^-' 
6il;att tolutions O oJ vfi+v =o satisfYine AQ) = r'L(n/2)=2'

(oR)

2 a)let x, Bbe any two constants' and let xo be anY rell number' On any interval I

containing to there exists 
"' 

**i"t' '""on 
0 of the initial value problem' L(y)=0 '

TINIT.tr

of f- (V) = 0 are linear independent on an interval I if ' and

"t L1lfii3t$l*aL"'""ti"ure tunctions on an interval I' which are not necessadlv 
l

solutions of an equatio" L(y) =-;' ;;;;-ix lt 6'0' are linear independent on an interval I

then w (0102) (x)=0 for all x in I' 
(oR)

4.(a) Find all solutions of the eouation yrr+9y = sin 3x '

(b) Compute that solution O oii'i' "q'*on 
fa)+16y=0 which satisfies

*, ;;;i;, o'<ol =o, orr(o)4' o,r(o) = o'

Time: Three hours

Answer ONE question from each Unit

y(xo) =4, Yt(xo) -B

3. (a) Prove that two solutions 0r0z

Maximum : 70 marks

(5 x 14 = 70 marks)

UNM.III

5.(a) one solution of r3ylrr -3x2vlr +6xy'-6y=0

';:ifi 
i;-".:"ti:ipT..::".Iffii5'i;lFinda,,so,utionsor(b) One solution ol x-Y - L

*zrrr _zy _Jx _l on o(x( x . 
(oR)

Ps'



6.(a) State and prove Existence Theorem for Anall'tic Coefficients'
-O) 

flna t*o tioear independent power series solutions (in powers of x) of the following

equation yll-xYl +Y = 6

7. (a) Find atl solutions 0 of the fonn

;(j =lrf Eff=ocy**,(lxl > 0) for the e'quation 3x2ylr +5xv1 + 3xy =0'

(b) Obtain two linear independent solutions of the following equation which are valid near x=0

,z rn +3 xyl +(l +x)y =o 
(oR)

8. Prove that the series defining Joartd kocoverage for lxl <x
I,NIT-V

9.(a)lftMNbetworeal-valuedfunctionswhichhavecontinuousfustpartialderivativeson
some rectangle R. l* -x,l 

= 
;;;;l 

= 
b then the equation M(x' v) dx + N(r' v) dv =0 is

DM =9{ioR'exact in R if,and onlV if' , - d-r 
'- ^-'

(b) The equations below are written in the form M(r' y) dx + N(x' y) tly d)' where M' N exist

,IJ *, *i"r" n -e . Deteunine which equation is exact there' and solve

Zxy dx+(xz +3Y2) dy=o 
(oR)

tINiT-IV

10. State and hove Nonlocal Existence Theorem'

/ o-2
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Exam Marks 70
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otal Marks 100

M.Sc. MATHEMATICS I SEMESTER
Ml04(2rXNR): TOPOLOGY(With effect from the f"t.r, rf .tra"rt. r;;;,;; durtngz02t-2022)

.31;*"":l:ffT,.j; €eneralize the concept of disrance, open sets, crosed sets and

spu.",, "o,pu"t,;";;;;;"J*j",T;:,:" 
conceprs in Metric ro*",, i;*;;;;;

UMT.I

Metric Spaces: Definition and 
^some 

examples, Open sets, Closed sets, Convergence,completeness and Baire's theorenl C"rtrr;;'#;;'ir;lis..rio* 
9 to l3 of chapter 2)

I earning outcomes: Upon compretion of this unit, the student w,l be able to: understand the
lii[;""tott 

of metric spaces, open sers, closed sets anJ continuous funcrions on meric

UNIT.II

UNIT-IV

Topologicar spaces: The Definition ung ,or: exampres, Erementary concepts, open bases andopen subbases, weak topotogies. lse"tions ii to'is ;i;i*. :i
Learning outcomes: uoon carnptgtisn of this unit, the student wi, be abre to: Define and1,]y** rhe concepr of iopology and prove a selection of thspaces, continuous functioirs ano product topologies. 

eorems conceming Topological

UNIT.IIT

compactness: compact sDaces,. products ofspaces, Tychonoffs theorem and locary compact spaces,Compactness for metric spices, Ascoli,s rh."r;r. il;;; 2l to 25of chapter 4)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student wi, be abre to: characterizecompact spaces using the Heiene_Borel theorem.

Separation: Tr -spaces urd 
..I1:9-otr spaces, comp,lerely regular spaces and normal spaces,Urysohn's Lemma and the Tietze extension trreorern i iions 26 to 2g of chapter 5).

/'

"[*ffi**



Learning outcomes: uoon compretion of this unit, the student w,l be able to: Define andillustrate the concepts oi the separation u*ro,n, ura upp."""iut" th" beauty of deep mathematicalresults like Tietze Extension theorem.
UNIT-V

The urysohnimbedding theorem, Connected spaces, The components of a space (section 2g ofchapter 5 and sections 3l to 32 ofchapter 6; 
-'----' "'- '

Learning outcomes: uoon compretion of this unit, the student wi, be abre to: Define andillustrate rhe concepts ohrhe mathematical ..*io iik;iil;hn's remma. urysohn imbedding

::"fiffil3Jil$:3: "'dvnamics "rtr'"p'""ii"'t'"'i{u"' ct'.u"t,;,";;;;;;;;"",,

TEXTBOOK:

Intrcduction to Topology and 
.Modern Analysis by G.F. simrnons, McGraw-H,r BookCompany, New York International student edition.

,/
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CODE: M 1.4(2IXNR)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION
First Semester
Mathematics

PaperfV- TOPOLOGY
MODELPAPER

Time: Three hours Maximum:70 marks

Answer ONE question ftom each Unit' (5 x 14 = 70 marks)

UNIT I

1.(a)I.rtXbeaMetricspace.ThenshowthatasubsetFofXisclosediffitscomplementFis
Open.

(b) State and prove Cantor intersection theorem'

2. (a) Let X be a Metric space' If {xo} and {yo} are sequences in X such that xa ---) x ord

y, ----+ y then show that d (xo,yo1 ----+ d(x'y)'

(b) Irt x and Y be *.t"t d;;t''an'di u" a mupping of X in to Y' Then show that f is

continuous if and only if xn +xo andf(xJ ---+ f(xo)

3. (a) Lrt X be a non-empty set, and let there be given a class of subsets of X' which is closed under

the formation of arbirary ir".*J*, .rJ finiE;nions. Then prove that the class of these sets is a

;;;lo};i*hose close sets are precisely those initially given'

(b) Let X be a second countable space' Then prove that any open base for X has a countable

subclass which is also an open base'

UNIT II

OR

4. (a) Lrt X bc a non-empty sot , and let S be an arbitrary class of subsets of X 'Then prove that

S can serve as an open sub base for a topology^on X'

(b) L€t x be a non emptv '{"ilFp'"f:'{;.1i13;' "t "' 
topologies on X is a complete

Iattice with respect to the relation "is weaker man

UNIT ITI

5. (a) Prove that a topological space is compact if and only if every class of closed sets with emPty

iot"r*ion nut u noit" subclass with empty intersection'

t.b) State and prove Tychonoff s theorem' 
a

g. of€

"qi'i;;;iiili':#btis*



OR

6. (a) Prove that every compact metric space has the Bolzano -W'eiershass property'

@) Show that a metric space is compact iff it is complete and totally bounded

UNIT TV

7. (a) Show that every compact subspace of a Hausdorff space is closed'

(b) Show that every compact Hausdorff space is normal'

OR

8. State and prove Tietze extension theorem'

UNTTV

9. (a) Prove that the spaces R3 and C are connected'

@) Prove that any non -empty class of connected spaces is connected'

OR

10. State and prove Urysohn Imbedding theorem'

/
,-./

" \.--"\lt
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lu.sc. lvIA I tlt lvlA I ILD t D,t lvllrs I I,t(
._-.Ml0-s(21)(NR):ADVANCEDDTsc6i;M;iliinoorrcs(With effect from the batch or.tua.nt. udrni i"iilri_ii'rozt-zozzl

REFERENCEBOOKS:

lll ::ArDellcalton 
oriented Algebra" JAI\IES L FISHER , IEp, Dnn_ Downplay pub.1977.

[2] " Applied abstract algebra", Second Erlition, R.LIDL AND G. pILZ, Springir, 1998_
[3] " Bhavanari satyalarayana, Tumurukota Venkata pradeep Kumar and shaik Mohnddin shaw,
"Mathematical Foundation of computer Science" BS publications (A,nit of BSp g""[ha iiJl,
Hyderabad, India 2016. (ISBN. 9?8-93-83635-8 I -8).
[4] Rm. Somasundaram "Discrete Mathematicar Structures" prentice Hall of India, 2003.

ub ect Code Ml0s(21) A Marks 30
nd Exam Marks 70

foo Lecture Seml narl
torial for week

06L + 0l S/T

otal Marks

Gffiw

100

course objectives :To develop skirs and to acquire knowleclge on some of the basic concepts inTruth kbtes, Taurorogv and contradicrion, Trrt"i;il; ;;tiaton,. variautes and quantifiers, Logic,Finite Machines, Fundamentar 
_concepts and basir .rrr,J'oi Boorean Algebra, Lattices and theirApplications, and applications oi,*i,.f,inj 

"ir"oi.,-i""i", fi",*o.*, Karnag diagrams..

UMT -r: Propositionar Calcurus: statements and Notations- connectives and rruth rables _Tautology ad contradicrion -_Eq.ivarence ois;;";;;;J;;r"ras - Duarity Law and rautorogicalImplication - Normal Forms . lCt up*, _ f oiit ";;;; f;;.
f'earning outcomes: upon compretion of this unit, the student rvil be abre to: Formulate statemenBfrom common language to formil rogi", appty t uti iuir"Jlii Norrur ro.rn..

I{{r.T lIIjJhe theory of Inference tbr statement calculus - consisrency of hemises and IndirectMethod ofProof. (Chapter - I of the reference l3l). 
--- -" "'

Predicate carcurus: predicate Logic^- Statement Fun.tions, Variabres and Quantifiers - Free andBound variabre - Inference Theot fo. ,r," p."ai"rr" i'ui"u-il, [cr,up,". - z of the refbrence [3]).
r'earning outcomes: upon compretion of this unit, the student wilr be abre to: ullderstand the rulesof propositional and predicatecalculus.

UMT -III: Finite Machines : Introduction, state tables and state diagrams, simpleproperties, Dynamics and Behavior. (refer chapter 5 ort},e i"i"iln"" book Il.l).

Lea,ring-orrtcomes: Uaon completion of this unit, the student w l be abre to: Understand theconcept of finite machines and study their apprications like minimization, and realization.

UMT - tv: Properties and Exampres of lattices, Distributive Lattices, Boolean polynomiars.
(Sections 1 to 4 of Chapter I of t2l ).

Learning outcomes: upon completion ofthis unit, the student win be abre to: be fandliar with thenotions of ordered a.lgebraic structures, including lattices and Boolean algebras.

9M -V: Ideals , filters and equations, Minimal forms of Boolean polynomials, Application ofLattices: Application of switching circuits, ( Sections 5,6 of chapter -r and sections 7 and g of
Chapter 2of [2]).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion ofthis unit, the student rvill be able to: understand the
concept ofBoolean polynomials, ideals, filters and calculate the rninimal forms of Boolean
polynomials. Demonstrate switching ci.rcuits and applications of switching circuits.

Note: For units -III and fV the material of pages I to 66 of [2] is to be covered.



[5] Bhavanari Satyanarayana & Kuncham Syam prasad, ..Discrete 
Mathematics and Graphtheory"{For B.TecMB.Sc.aa.sc (Mathg), p.i",i". ii"iilr irii","ni"* ,",,r,, Apnt 20t4.

course outcomes: After comneting this course, the student will be abre to: Receivemeaningfulintroduction to discrete rnort 
"ruti". _J ii;;il#;;

q3.

1
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Time: Three hours

CODE: M105(l2XNR)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202-
FIRST SEMESTER
MATTIEMATICS

PapET -V, ADVANCED DISCRETE MATI{EMATICS
Model PaPer

Maximum: 70 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 marks)

UNII-I

I a) Show the imFlication [(p---+q)---+q]+(pvq).

b) Show that the proposition [(pv--q)A(-,pv--q)]vq is a Tautology'

(oR)

2 a) construct the truth tables of converse ,inverse and contrapositive of the proposition p---+q.

b) Define PDNF. Find PDNF for ('-x v y)

I.JNTI.tr

3 a) Show that the conclusions c: -P follows from the prcmises Hr: - PvQ, Hz: -(Q A -R)
and Hs: -R'
b!;f tt 

"r" 
*", a partythen catching the tmin was tlfficult.If they arrived on timethen catching

ttretrai,wasnotdifFrcult.Theyarrivedontime.therforetherewasnoparty,'.Showthatthe
statement constitutes a valid argument.

(oR)

4 a) Define Quantifiers.symbolyse "All the people respects selfless leaders"'

U) Using proof by contradiction show that y'2 is not a rational number'

UNIT-M

5 a) l*t #, be a state machine congruence on M=('9;'9"6 )' Then show that there is a

state homomorphism f from M 666 lvt =(19,34'd ) given by f(s)=[s]'

b) lrt f be a state homomorphism from the state machine M=(g\'9"6 ) onto the state

machine Mp(9,t, '4 6r)' Then show that there is a state machine congruence

on M such that M is isomorPhic to M1.
(oR)

6 a) Minimize the number of states for the machine given by the follov/ing state table

,,/
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, 0

0 I 0 I

So So Sz 0 0

Sr s2 Ss 1 0

S2 Sz S: I 1

Sr Sr sr I I

Sr s2 sr 0 1

Ss Sr Ss 1 1

So Sz So 1 1

LINfT-TV

7 a) hove that a lattice is distributive

the diamond lattice.

iff it does not contain a sublattice isomorphic to

b) Define a modutar lattice ' Show that every distributive lanice is modular'

(oR)

8 a)Id (L ,S) be a lattice ordered set ' Define x A y = Int (x 
' 
y) and x V y = Sup(x 

' 
y) 

'

x , y e L. Then Show that (L, A ,V ) is an algebraic lattrce'

b) Fintl the D N F of xr(x2+x3)' + (x1x2*x3)x1

UNTT-V

9 a) kt B be a Boolean algebra' Show that an ideal M in B is maximal iff for any beM

(or) b'eM but not both hold'

b) Show that a polynomial p€Po is equivalent to the sum of all prime implicants of p'

(oR)

l0a)DeterminetheprimeimplicantsoftheBooleanPoilnomialZ=x1x2x3&,+xlx2x3.x4.+

xlx2'x3x4+ x1x2'x3x4'+ xr'xz'xrxa+xlxz'x3x4'+xl'x2'x3'&'Hence find out the minimal form

using the Quine-Mc CluskY Method'

G

9s



M.Sc. MATIIEMATICS, I I SEMESTER
M201(21)(NR): GALOTS TITEORY

(With effect from the batch of students admitted dunng 2021_2022)

Subject Code : M201(2't) A Marks 30
No. of Lecture / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

06L + 0l S/T d Exam Marks
otal Marks

70

100

course objectives: To develop skills and to acquire knowledge on some ofthe basic conceprs
in, Algebraic Extensions, Splitting fields, normal and separable extensions, fundamental theorem
of Galois theory, fundamental theorem of algebra and applications of Galois theory to classical
problems.

UNIT.I

Algebraic extensions of fields: Irreducible polynomials and Eisenstein criterion-
Adjunction ofroots - Algebraic extensions.
(Sections 15.1 to 15. 3 ofChapterl5 ofthe prescribed book)

Learning outcomes: upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Derive and apply
Gauss Lemma, Eisenstein criterion tbr irreducibility of Polynomials over the field of rational
numbers and algebraic extensions.

UNIT.II

Algebraically closed helds;Normal and Separable extensions: Splitting fields - Normal
extensions -Multiple roots.
(Section 15.4 ofChapter 15 and Sections 16.1 to 16.3 of Chapterl6of the prescribed book)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:
Demonstratealgebraically closed fields, splitting fields, normal extensions and multiple roots.

UNIT-III

Finite fields - Separable extensions-Automorphism groups and fixed fields.
(Sections l6.4to 16.5 ofChapter l6and Section l7.l of Chapter l7 of the prescribed book)

Learning outcome: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Leam and apply
finite fields, separable extensions and fixed fields of automorphism groups.

UNIT-IV

Galois Theory: Fundamental theorem of Galois theory - Fundamental theorem of
Algebra; Applications of Galois theory to classical problems: Roots of unity and cyclotomic
polynomials - Cyclic extensions.

1$i.-- -
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(Sections l7.2to 17.3 of Chapter 17 and sections 1g.l to Ig.2 of chapter lg of the prescribed
book)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: understand the
fundamental theorem of Garois theory, the fundamental theorem of algebra, roots ofunity and
cyclotomic polynomials and cyclic extensions.

UMT-V

Polyromials solvable by radicals -symmetric functions - Ruler and compass
constructions
(Sections 18.3 to 18.5 of Chapter l8 ofthe prescribed rexr book)

Learning outcomes: upon completion ofthis unit, the student will be able to: understand
polynomials solvable by radicals, symmetric functions and Ruler & Compass constructions.

PRISCRIBED BOOK:
P. B. Bhattacharya, S. K. Jain, S. R. Nagpaul. ,,Basic Abstract Algebra',, Second Edition,
Cambridge Press, 1995.

REFERENCE BOOKS:
l. I.N. Herstetq 'Topics in Algebra', Second Editioq John Wiley &Sons, 1999.
2. Thomas W. Hungerford, 'Algebra', Springer-Verlag, New york, 1974.
3. Serge Lang, 'Algebra', Revised Third Edition, Springer-Verlag, New york, 2002.

[X'S,"^v-"* -
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CODE: M201 (21XNR)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION
SECOND SEMESTER

MAT}IEMATICS
Paper I- GALOIS THEORY

MODELPAPER

Time : Three hours
Maximum: 70 marks

(5 x 14 = 70 Marks)

IINIT I

l. (a) LrtFqE E Fbe fields' If [K: E] 4"," 6d [E: F] <"'' then show that

(i) [K: Fl <""

(ii) tK: Fl = tK: El [E: Fl'

O) I-et p (x) be an ineducible polynomial in F [x]' Then show that there exists an

extension E of F in which p (x) has a root'

(oR)

(a) I-et p (x) be an irreducible polynomial of degree n in F [x] and let u be a root of

p(x) in an extension E of F Then prove that [F(u): F] = n'

@) If E is an algebraic extension of F and t: E -rE is an embedding of E into

itself over F, then show that t is onto E'

2

J

4.(a)

IJNM II

Let F be a field. Define an algebraic closure of F and show that F has an

algebraic closure.

(oR)

I"rt F be a fieltl and K and E bc splitting fields of f(x) e F [x] over F' Then prove

that there is an isomorphism of K onto E which is identity on F'

(b) If .f (x) e F [x] is ineducible over F' then show that all roots of f (x) have the

same multiPlicitY.

G..s--'-'---

Answer ONE question from each Unit'

/
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5. (a)

I]NIT trI

Show that the prime field of a field F is either isomorphic to Q or to 7(p)'

P 15 a pnme.

O) Show that any two finite fields with p" elements are isomorphic'

(a)

o)

(oR)

Show that a finite separable extension of a field F is a simple extension of F'

State and Prove Dedekind lemma'

I.INIT TV

State and prove fundamental theorcm of Galois theory'

( t) <S^:

7

(oR)

8. Show that @'(x) = fl(x - to),o primitive nth root of unity in the field of complex

numbers C, is an irreducible polynomial of degree 0(n) in Z[x]'

fINIIV

alone.

g. (a) Show that f (x) e F [x] is solvable by radicals over F if and only if is

splining field E over F has solvable gmup G@ / D'

(b) Show that the polynomial2x5 - 5xn + 5 is not solvable by radicals over Q'

(oR)

10. (a) If a positive real number a is consEuctable' then show that Ja is also constructable'

@) Show that there exists an angle that can't be triserted by using nrler and compass

6.

a
&,y\=-
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNT\'ERSITY

M.Sc., Mathematics
SYLLABUS

M 202(21) (NR)

(With effect from the batch of students admitted du d.rng 2021-2022)

II.SEMESTER

M 202 -ANALYSIS-I

Subject Code: lii{202 I A Marks 30
No. of Lecture / Seminar /
Tutorial for week

06L + 01 S/T End Exam Marks 1n
Total Marks 100

Course Objectives: To introduce the concepts of sequences and series of functions,
equicontinuous family of functions, power series, linear transformations, contraction
principle, derivatives of higher order, differentiation of integrals and to prove the inverse
function theorem and implicit function theorem.

t]MT.I
Sequences and series of functions: Discussion of main problem, Uniform convergence,
Uniforrn convergence and Continuity, Unifonn convergence and Integration.
(7.1 to 7.16 of Chapter 7 of the Text Book)

Learning Outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:
Recognize the difference between point wise and uniform convergence of sequences of
functions and illustrate the effect of uniform convergence on the limit function with respect to
continuity, and integrability.

TJMT.II
Uniform Convergence and Differentiation, Equicontinuous families of functions, Stone-

Weierstrass theorem.
(7 .17 to 7 .27 of Chapter 7 of the Text Book)

Learning Outcomes: Upon complefioa ef ftis rrnit, the student will be able to: Illustate the
effect of uniform convergence on the limit function with respect to differentiability. Study the
Stone - Weierstrass theorem and its applications.

Learning Outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:
Understand the properties of power series, Study the Exponential, Logarithmic and

Trigonometric fu nctions.

UMT.Itr
Algebra of functions, Power series, Exponential and logarithmic functions, Trigonomehic

functions.
(7.28 to7.33 of Chapter 7 and 8.1 to 8.7 of Chapter 8 of the Text Book)

('Dcr*
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UNIT.IV
Linear transforrnations, Differentiation, contraction principle, lnverse function theorem
(9.1 to 9.25 of Chapter 9 of the Text Book)

Learning Outcomes: Upon complstiea 6f this nni!, the student will be able to:
compute derivatives and integrals of real valued and vector-valued functions of several
variables. Understand and apply the inverse function theorem.

UNIT.V
knplicit function theorem, Determinants, Derivatives of higher order, Differentiation of
integals.
(9.26 to 9.29 and,9.33 to 9.43 of Chapter 9 of the Text Book)

Learning Outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Understand
and apply the implicit function theorem. Compute the derivatives of higher order and
differentiation of integrals.

TEXT BOOK:
Principles of Mathematical Analysis by Walter Rudin, 3d Edition

REFERENCE BOOK:
Mathematical Analysis by Tom M. Apostal, Narosa Pubtishing House, 2"d Edition, 1985.

Course Outcomes: After completing this course, the student will be able to: Learn about the
uniform behaviour of sequeoces of plane curves and leam the Weierstrass approximation
theorem provides techniques to approximate a continuous function on a compact ilterval with
a polynomial while stones generalization explains method for extension ofthis concept in the
context of algebras. The student shall be able to appreciate the role of fixed point theorem in
the inverse function theorem. The student is further introduced to the way in which the
inverse function theorem is involved while proving the famous implicit function theorem.

,"*,;!o----ilt**o-



CODE: M 2.2(21) (NR)
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCTVAPRIL 2021

Second Semester

Mathematics
Paper II - ANALYSIS -rr (MODEL pApER)

Time: Three hours Maximum : 70 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit. (5 x 14 : 70 Marks)

UNIT I

(a) State and prove cauchy criterion for uniform convergence of sequence of functions.

(b) Suppose {1,} i.u..qu"n". of funcrions defined on E, and suppose lf,trll< U,
(xeE,n=1,2,3,.....). Then prove that Zf,converges uniformly on E if ZM,
Converges.

(oR)

2 (a) lf {J} is a sequence ofcontinuous functions on E, and if f,-+;f uniformly on E,

then prove that ;f is continuous on E.

(b) Let a be monotonically increasing on [a,D].Suppose f,, efr(a) on fa,bf,for
n= 1,2,3,...... and suppose f,-+f uniformly on [a,6]. Then prove thar /eE(a)on

hb

la,bf, and ! I a" =ml f, a".

UNIT II

3 (a) Prove that there exists a real continuous function on the real line which is nowhere
differentiable.

(b) tf {J}is a pointwise bounded sequence of complex functions on a countable set E,

then prove that {4} tras a subsequence {;_ } *.t that {r, (r)} converges for

every x in E.

(oR)

4 (a)lf ( is a compact metric space, if f,ec(K) for n=1,2,3.......,and if {f, }converges

uniformly on r(,then prove that {"{} is equicontinuous on r(.

v?t*
-qiii;*;[ili,Hw"
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(b) Ifl is a continuous complex function on [a,6], then prove that there exists a

sequence of polynomials { such that lqp,(x)=./(x) uniformly on [a,b]

UNIT III
5 (a) Let E be the uniform closure ofan algebra,4 ofbounded functions. Then prove that E

is a uniformly closed algebra.

(b) State and prove Abel's theorem.

(oR)

6 (a) Given a double sequence {or}, i = t,2,1,....., j = 1,2,3,......, suppose that

l=l
Zirf= b, (i =1,2,3,....) and ) 4 converges. Then prove that

(oR)

Prove that a linear operator l on IR' is invertible if and only if det [l] + 0.

LetE be an open set in IR'? and ./ be defined on E. lf f eG " 1,E1, then prove

that Dztf -- Dt2f .

1'

ii,,=;i,,
t=l t=t t=t t=l

(b) lf z is a complex number with lrl = t, ttren prove that there is a unique t in 10,2n)

such that E(it)= z

UNIT IV

7 (a) Let r be a positive integer. Ifa vector space X is spanned by a set of ,. vectors,

then prove that dim X < r.

(b) Suppose f rnup. u 
"onu.* 

open set EclR" into IR", f is differentiable in E,and there

is a real number M such that llTll < ,u r"r *..y i e E. Then prove thatil' tl

It1r1-t1;11= u1t-a1 for all a,b e E.

(oR)
8 State and prove the inverse function theorem.

9. State and prove the implicit function theorem

l0 (a)

(b)

d^4- G-M
,"*{ii:;i;*;',;1,i"qti$""
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Subject Code M203(21) I A Marks 30

No. of Ircture / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

06L+01 S/T End Exam Marks 70

Total Marks

M.Sc. MATIIEMATICS, II SEMESTER
M203(21XNR): MEASURE AND INTEGRATION

(With effect from the batch of students admitted ilting202l-2022)

Course Objectives: To develop skills and to acquire knowledge on basic concepts of
lrbesgue Measure, The trbesgue lntegral, Measurable Functions, LP- spaces,

Minkowski inequalities, Holder inequalities, Convergence and completeness.

UNIT-I

Lebesgue Measure: Introduction, outer measure, Measurable sets and [rbesgue measure, A
nonmeasurable sets, Measurable functions, Littlewoods's tfuee principles (Chapter 3)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Understand the
concept of measure and properties of kbesgue measure.

UNIT-II

The Lebesgue integral: The Riemann Integral, The I-ebesgue integral of a Bounded
function over a set of finite measure, the integral of a non- negative function. The general
kbesgue Integral, Convergence in measure. (Chapter 4)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Study the
properties of l,ebesgue integral and compare it with Riemann integral.

UNIT-III

Differentiation and Integration: Differentiation of monotone functions, functions of bounded

variation, differentiation of an integral, absolute continuity' (Sections 1 to 4 of Chapter 5)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: To establish the

derivative of the indefinite integral of an integrable function is equal to the integral a'e. To

establish the equivalent condition an indefinite integral is absolutely continuous. fenson

inequality becomes a generalization of the inequality berween the arithmetic and geometric

mean.

UMT.TV
Convex functions, The Classical Banach Spaces: The LP spaces, The Minkowski and Holder

inequalities. (Secton 5 of chapter 5 & sections 1 to 2 of Chapter 6)

,/'
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Learning outcomes: upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: To establishes

several inequalities involving the ll.llo in the LP spaces.

Ui\IIT-V

Convergence and completeness, Approximation in LP, Bounded linear functionals on tle
LP spaces. (Sections 3 to 5 of Chapter 6)

Learning outcomm: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: To establishes

convergence and completeness, approximation in LP -space. To find a representation for bounded

linear functions.

TEXT BOOK: Real Analysis by H.L. Royden, Third Edition, Pearson Publication.

{r,
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CODE: M203(21XNR)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202-
SECOND SEMESTER

MATTIEMATICS
Paper III, MEASIIRE AND INTEGRATION

Model paper

Time: Three hours Maximum : 70 marks

Answer oNE question ftom each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 marks)

UMTI

l. (a) Let {A"} be a countable collection of sets of real numbers' Then prove that

m'(ueJ < I- <e"1.

O) State and Prove Egoroffls theorem

(oR)

2. (a) I-et E c [0,]) be a measurable set' Then prove that for each ye [0'1) the set Ei y

is measurable -o t(eiY) = m(r)'

O) kt c be a constant' Irt J and g be two measurable real valued defined on the

same domain' Then prove that the functions f +c' cf 
' f 

+g' g-f and Jg are also

measurable'

IINIT II

then prove that it is measurable and R

(b) l,et J be a nonnegative function which is integrable over a set E' Then prove that

given e >0 there is a 6 >0' Such that for energy set Ac E with m(A) < 6 we have

(oR)

4.(a) State and prove Lebesgue convergence theorem

3. (a)

bb-
jr1*px= 

J 
r1*;dx

Jr 
..

"[*M

I€t J be a bounded function defined on [a'b]' If / is Riemann integrable on [a' b]



(b) State and proYe monotone convergence theorem

UNITIII

5, StaEe and prove Vitali lemma

(oR)

6. lrt J be an increasing real-valued function on the interval [a, b]. Then prove that f is

differentiable almost everywhere' AIso, prove that /' is measurable and

UNIT tV

7, (a) If 0 is a continuous function on (a,b) and if one derivative D* of Q is non decreasing then

a).<fo)-/()dx
b

Jtt*

nrove that 0 is convex.' (b) Prou" ttrat I Ir+g I L< I lrI l,+ II g I I'

UNIT V

9.(a) Prove that Lp is complete ( lSp<'";

@) Irt fe Lp.Then p.or" tn"il-upproximant q6 of f converges to f inLP,i.e., Ilf - tpo1 l-0, ut

the length A of the longest sub interval in A approaches zero'

8. State and prove Holder inequality'

10. State and prove Riesz Representation Theorem'

(oR)

(oR)

/'
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M.Sc. MATIIEMATICS, II SEMESTER
M204(21)(NR): NUMERICAL METHoDS

(With effect from the batch of students admitted dting2021-2022)

Subiect Code :

M204(21)
r

A Marks 30

No. of Lecture / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

06L + 01 S/T Exam Marks
otal Marks

70
100

Course Objectives:

The objective of this course includes:

The comprehensive study of the numerical methods for Interpolation of polynomials and

Approximation roots of functions and also Integration, The study of numerical methods for

solving Linear system of equations and Ordinary differential equations with given initial

conditions and ordinary differential equations with given boundary conditions.

UNIT-I: Interpolation and Approximation: Introduction, Lagrange and Newton

Interpolations, Finite difference OPerators, Interpolating polynomials using finite differences'

Hermite Interpolations. (Section 4.1 to 4'5 of chapter 4 of [ 1]).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Apply various

Mathematical operations and tasks, such as Interpolation of Polynomials'

UNIT-II: Numerical Differentiation and Integration: Introduction, Numerical integration,

Methods based on Interpolation, Methods based on undetermined coefficients, composite

Integration Methods. (Sections 5.1, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5'9 of chaPter 5 of Il] )'
Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Ability to solve

the Problems based on Numerical Integration.

UNIT-III: Ordinary Differential Equations: Introduction, Numerical methods, single step

methods, Multi step methods (sections 6.1 to 6'4 of [l])'
Learning outcomis: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: find Numerical

solutionofoldinarydifferentialequationssuchasRunga.Kuttamethods.

UNIT.IV: ordinary Differential Equations: Boundary value Problems: Introduction, Initial

ValueProblemMethod(ShootingMethod),FiniteDifferenceMethods.(Sectopms7.l,7,2ald
7.3 of ChaPter 7 of [1]).
Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to find Numerical

solution of ordinary differential equations: boundary value problems'

:.-#fu
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UNIT-V: Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations: Introduction, Finite-difference

Approximations to Derivatives, Laplace's Equation: Jacobi's Method, Gauss-Seidel Method,

Successive Over-Relaxation, Parabolic Equations. (Sections 8.1, to 8.4 of Chapter 8 of [2].

Learning outcomes: upon completion of this unit, the student able to fi-nd numerical solution of
Laplace's equation by using Jacobi's method, Gauss-seidel Method, Successive Over-Relaxation

method.
TEXTBOOKS:

[] "Numerical Methods for Scientific and Engineering Computation", M.K'JAIN'S.R'K'

ITANGAR AND R.K. JAIN Third edition, New Age Intemational (p) Limited, New Delhi,

1997.

l2t .,Introductory Methods of Numerical Analysis", s. s. sastry, Published by Prentice

Hall of India Pvt.Ltd., Fourth Edition, New Delhi.

course outcomes: Apply numerical methods to obtain approximate solutions to

mathematical problemi. 
' 
Derive numerical methods for various mathematical operations

and tasks such as interpolation, differentiation, integation, the solution of linear and non

linear equations, and the solution of differential equations'



Time: Three hours

Answer ONE question from each Unit.

CODE: M 204(21XNR)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, --- 202---
First Semester
Mathematics

Paper rV- NUMERICAL METHODS
MODELPAPER

Maximum: 70 marks

(5 x 14 = 70 marks)

UNIT. I

1(a) The function f(x) = Sin x is defined on the interval [1' 3]' then obtain the lagrange linear

irii,irp"i"tl"g prfynomial in this interval and find the bound on the tnrncation error'

@) Given that f(0) = t, f(l) = 3 3a6 q3; = 55 find the unique polynomial of degree 2 or less that

its ttre data using the Lagrange's interpolation'

(oR)

2(a) Calculate the nft divided difference of 1 , b^rd oo th" points xo, xr, x2, . . .., xo.

(b) Find the unique polynomial p(x) of degree 2 or less such that p(1) = l' p(3) =27 ' 
p(4) = &'

iJsing Newtoo divided difference formula'

I]NIT-II

l.

3(a) Find the approximate value of t = [ --] -axry 
ttapezoidal rule and obtain abound for the

''o t+'r

enor's if the exact value of l=lsg2=0'693147 to six decimals'

(b) Evalude the intefA I = ifra' using Gauss-Irgendre three point formula'

(oR)

I

4(a)Evaluatetheintegral r=i{t-")""os'rdx usingtheGauss-Chebyshev3-points

0

quadrature rules and Evaluate it also using the Gauss-Legendre 3-point formula'

o) Evaluate ff# 
* using the Gauss-Hermite two point and three point formulas.

Yffi.*u*-



I,]NIT-III

5(a) Solve the initial value problem u' = 4u2 , u(0) = 1 s'i15 1' - 0'2 on the interval [0' 2] using

the backward Euler method.

(b) Use Euler's mid point method to solve the initial value problem ut = t * u, z(0) = 1 with h =

0.2 and compute u(0.6).

(oR)

6(a) Find the three tenn Taylor series solution for the third order Blasius equation

w"' + ww" =0,x,(0)=0,wl(0)=o,wtt(0)=1. Find the bound on the error for re [0'0'2]'

O) Solve the system of equations

ut =1u*2v,
vt = 3u - 4v,u(0) = O v(0) = l/2.

With h = 0.2 in the interval [0, l]' Use the Euler-Cauchy method'

T'I\[IT.IV

7. Solve the boundary value problem ytr - 64) + l0 = 0; y(0) = y(1) = 0

Bythefinitedifferencemethod.Computethevalueofy(0'5)andcompareitwithtnrevalue.

(oR)

8. Using Shooting method, solve the boundary value problem

utt 1x1 = 211u',, 0 < x < l, r(0) = 0.5, u(l) =1.

UIYIT.V

9. Solve the laplace's equation with h =

u(x,y) =!72 Yt on the boundary'

1/3 over the boundary of a square of unit length with

(oR)

10. Use the Bender-Schmidt recurrence relation to solve the equation

# = r*, u(x,o) = 4x - x2, u(o,t) = u(4't) - o'

:*ffiM*



CODE: M 205(21) (NR)
DEPARTMENT OF MATIMMATICS

ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNTVERSITY
M.Sc., Mathematics

SYLLABUS
(With effect from the batch of students admitted during 2021-2022)

II-SEMESTER

M 205. GRAPH THEORY

Course Objectives: The main objective of this course is to inhoduce the fundamental concepts

in graph theory with a sense of some modem applications and it helps the students to solve live
problems that can be modeled by graphs.

g.v

Subject Code: M205 I A Marks 30

No. of lrcture / Seminar /
Tutorial for week

06L + 01 S/T End Exam Marks 70

Total Marks 100

,"*{"j[']1t{il,i,-qtis-"

UNIT-I
Paths and Circuits : Isomorphism, Subgraphs, A puzzle with multi colored cubes, Walks, Paths

and circuits, Connected graphs, Disconnected graphs, Components, Euler gaphs, Operations on

graphs, More on Euler graPhs.

(Sections 2.1 to 2.8 of chapter 2 of the Text Book.)

Learning Outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Understand the

basic conlcepts of graphs and Euler graphs and study the concepts of walks, paths and circuits in

a graph.

UNIT - TI
Hamiltonian Graphs: Hamiltonian paths and circuits, Traveling salesman problem.

Trees: Trees, Some properties of treis, Pendant vertices in a tree, Distance and centers in a tree,

Rooted and binary trees, On counting trees.

(sections 2.g toi.lo of chapter 2 and 3.1 to 3.6 of chapter 3 of the Text Book.)

Learning Outcomes: Upon completion of this uni! the student will be able to: Understand the

*r."ptrif ff"-it oniangraphs and obtain a solution for Travelling salesman problems' Study

til;.;p;;". of hees, peident vertices, centers in a tree and also study rooted and binary trees.

UMT -III
Fundamentatcircuits:spanningtrees,Fundamentalcircuits,Findingallspanningtreesofa
graph, Spanning trees in weighted Graphs'

toi-."t 
^, 

Cut_sets, All cut-sits in a graph, Fundamental circuits and cut-sets.

(S;;; 3.7 to 3.10 of Chapter 3 and 4.1 to 4'4 of Chapter 4 of the Text Book')



Learning outcomes: upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Find a minimal5panning tree fol a grven weighted graph. understand the purpose of introduction of conceptslike fundamental circuits and cut_seis in a graph.

UNIT - TV
cut'vertices: connectivity and separability, Network flows, r- Isomorphism, 2-Isomorphism.
Planar Graphs: combinatorial vs. geo-et ic graphs, planar graphs, Kirratowski,s two'graptrs,
Different representations of a planar graph.
(Sections 4.5 to 4.8 of Chapter 4 and 5. i to 5.4 of Chapter 5 of the Text Book.)

Learning-Outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Understand the
purpose of introduction of concepts like connectivity and separability. study about
combinatorial vs. geometric graphs, planar graphs and also study about thi Kuratowski,s two
graphs.

UNIT-V
Dual Graphs: Detection of planarity, Geometric dual.
Yector spaces of a Graph: sets with one operation, Sets with two operations, Modular
Arithmetic and Galois fields, vectors and vector spaces, vector spaie associated with a graph,
Basis vectors of a graph.
(Sections 5.5 to 5.6 of Chapter 5 and 6.I to 6.6 of Chapter 6 of the Text Book.)

Learning outcomes: upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: understand the
detection of planarity and geometrical dual. Study modular arithmetic and Galois fields and also
study the vector space associated with a graph.

TEXTBOOK:
" Graph Theory with Applications to Engineering and Computer Science" by ,NARSINGH

DEO', Prentice Hall of India, h/t Ltd., New Delhi, 1993.

Course Outcomes: After completing this course, the student will be able to: Understand the
basic concepts of graphs, directed graphs, weighted graphs, trees, minimal spanning trees for a
given graphs, Eulerian graphs, Hamiltsnian graphs and apply the shortest path algorithm to solve
some real life problems.

yu)oil .,.-
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(M 2.5(21XNR))

M.Sc. DEC}REE E)(AMNATION' OCTOBER/i'IOVEMBER 2021

Second Semester
Mathcmatics

Paper V - GRAPH TIEORY (MODEL PAPER)

Time: Three hours Maximum : 70 Marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit' (5 x 14 = 70 Marks)

UNIT I
l.(a)ShowthatagraphGisdisconnectettifandonlyifitsvertexsetVcanbepartitioned

into two nonempty disjoint subsets V, and V, of V such that there exists no edge in G

whose one end vertex is in subset V, and rhe other end vertex is in subset %'

(b) Show that a simple graph with z vertices and 
'( 

components can have at most

( n-k)(n-k +l)
2

into circuits.

(oR)

UNIT III

(oR)

edges

') (a) Show that in a connected graph G with exactly ?l :01-'"*"*' 
there exist /< edge -

disjoint subgraPht 
'utn 

tnui tl"y together contain all edges of G and that each is a

unicursal graPh.

O) Show that a connected graph G is an Euler graph if and only if it can be decomposed

3 (a) Show that in a complete $aph with n vertices lhere are 
ril 

ease -as3oint HamiltoDiatr

circuits, if n is an odd number 2 3'

O) Show that a graphG is a ree if and only if there is one and only one path between any

trro vertices in G. 
(OR)

(a) Show that a tree with n vertices has z-1 edges'

O) Show that every tree has either one or two centers'

4

5 (a) Show that every connected graph has atleast one spanning tree'

ft\ Show that a colnected $aph G is a tree if and onty if adding an edge between any

t"' "*a 
,"nit"s in G creates exactly one circuit'

M"bd'
1'

"fr*,tffiu*u

UNIT II



@) Show that the ring sum of any two cut -sets in a graph is either a third cut-set or an

edge -disjoint union of cut-sets.

UNIT TV

(a) Show that the edge connectivity of a gmph G cannot exceed the degree of the vertex

with the smallest degree in G.

@) Show that the maximum flow possible between two vertices a and D in a network is

equal to the minimum of the capacities of all cut -sets \rith respect to a and b.

(oR)

(a) Show that the complete graph of five vertices in nonplanar'

@) show that a graph can be embedded in the surface of a spherc if and only if it can be

enbedded in a Plane.
I,JMTV

9 (a) Prove that a necessafy and sufficient condition for a graph G to be planar. is that. G

does not contain either of Kuratowski's two graphs or any graph homeomorphic to either

of them.

O) Prove that a graph has a dual if and only if it is planar'

(oR)

7

8

10 (a)ShowthattheringsumoftwocircuitsinagraphGiseitheracircuitoranedge-
disjoint union of circuits.

ol sti"* 1,"t tt 
" 

set consisting of all the cut_sets and the edge -disjoint unions of cut-

sets itrcluding the empty sei in a graph G is an abelian group under the ring sum

operation.

,"I-*,ffi**u

6 (a) Define a cut - set in a graph. Show that in a connected graph G, any minimal set of edges

containing atleast one branch of every spanning tree of G is a cut - set.

,Cwl-&



99q." 9ui.:!:"s: To develop skills and to acquire knowredge on some advanced concepts of Modem
A.lgebra i.e. different algebraic structures, Modules, prime ideals, prime radical, Jacobson radical in
commutative rings, complete ring of quotients, prime ideal spaces.

U,NIT-I: Rings and related Algebraic systems, Subrings, Homomorphisms, Ideals.
(Sections 1.1, 1.2 of chapter 1).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unil the student will be able to: Understand the concepts of
co_mmrrtative ring theory and special structures like Boolean algebras and Boolean rings. Know the
relations between ring, Boolean algebra and lattice.

IINIT-II : Modules, Dfuect products and Direct sums, classical Isomorphism Theorems. (sections 1.3,
1.4 of chapter 1).

Learning outcomes: upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to study: classical
isomorphism theorems and some properties of dhect s'rm, product of rings and modules.

UNIT'III: hime ideals in Comnutative Rings, Prime ideals in Special Commutative Rings. (Sections
2.1,2.2 of Chapter 2).

Subject Code :

M301

r
A Marks 30

No. of l,ecture / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

06L + 01 S/T Exam Marks
otal Marks

70

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this urft, the student will be able to: Understand the concept of
Prime ideals, maximal ideals of commutative rings, Prime radical and Jacobson radical.

UNIT-IV: The Complete Ring of Quotients of a Commutative Ring (Section 2.3 of Chapter 2).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Two methods Applied to
any integral domain to Construct its field of quotients, one method is applied to any commutative ring to
construct its classical ring of quotients.

UNIT-V: Ring of quotients of Commutative Semi Prime Rings, prime ideal spaces. (Sections 2.4& 2.5
of Chapter 2).

f,earning outcomes: Upon completion of this unil the student will be able to: Study the Wedderbum -
Artin theorem and its applications and Prime ideal spaces.

TEXT BOOK: "I-€ctures on Rings and Modules", J. Lambek, Blaisdell Publications.

Course outcome: The student attains more mathematical sophistication extending the concepts ofrings
introduced in the intoductory course 101.

-*{iiil$fiJu$,ff-
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M.Sc. MATIIEMATICS m SEMESTER

M301: RINGS AND MODUTES
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Time: Three hours

Course Code: (M 3.1}(12)

ACHARYA NAGARJ UNA U NIVERSITY

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION
Third Semester, Mathematics

Paper l-RINGS AND MODLJLUS
MODET PAPER

Max. Marks: 70

1

Answer ONE Question from each Unit. 5 x 14 = 70 marks

)

T]NTT I
(a) If 0 is a reflexive homomorphic relation on a ring then prove that 0 is a

congmence relation.
(b) Prove that there is a one to one conespondence between the ideals K and the

congruence relations 0 of a ring R such that r - 1 e x <+ r 0 1 .

Or
(a) Define closure operation on a complete lattice. Prove that the set of closed

eleDents from a complete lattice on a complete lattice with a closure operation.

O) If $ is a homomorphism of a ring R into another ring then prove that
0 (R) 

= 
*/otrot 

.

3 (a)
(b)

O) Prove that control idempotents of a ring R from a Boolean algebra B @).

State and prove Schreire's theorem for chains of sub modules of an a module Ap.
If B andC are sub modules of module Athen prove that B + c/s = c7r,.,..

l.et B be a sub modules of Ap. Then prove that A is Artinian if and only if B and
A/s 

are Artinian.

Or

UNITtr

4. (a)

5 (a)
I.INITM

Prove that the radial R a ring consists of all elements r of the ring such that I - rx
is a rrnit for all x in the ring.
Prove that the ring Y.a n is semi prime.

6

(b)

G.

9) Prove that every commutative regular ring is semi primitive.
O) Irt R be a commutative ring. Then prove that the following conditions are

Equivalent:
(i) Every non zero divisor is nilpotent
(ii) R has a minimal prime ideal p and this contains all zero divisors.

9-*
-*:,*i$,t{[T,i,h*:m,*
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7
tst I b: a sub ring of the "o.oru*Hflflr. *"n oror" the following statements areEquivalent:
(a) S is a ring of quotients ofR.
@) For all 0*se S, s-lR is a dense ideal of Rand s (s-rR; * (Oy.(c) There exists a monomorphism of S into q6n; wfricfr inauces the canonical

monomorphism of R into O(R).

Or

8 (a) State and prove the properties of dense ideals
@) If R is a commutative ring then prove that the system @,0,1,_1,+,.) / 0 = e@) is alsoa commutative ring.

UNTT TV
9. In any commutative ring R prove that

(i) K cJ +J'c r'
(ii) K_c r"
(iii) x*** = r' where x' denotes the annihi'tator of K

Or

l0 (a) If R is a Boolean ring then e@) is a Boolean ring

(b) If R is an atomic Boolean argebra then prove that its completion is isomorphic to
the algebra of all sets of atoms of R.

B.9u;
CHAIRMAN

P.G. Board of studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagarjuna University

Nagariuna Nagar-522 510'



DEPARTMENT OF MATTIEMATICS
ACHARYA NACARJUNA UNIVERSITY

M'Sc', Mathematics
SYI.LABUS

M 302 (NR)

(With effect from the batch of students admitted dtring202l-2022)
III-SEMESTER

M 302 _ COMPLEX ANALYSIS

course objectives:To introduce and develop the fundamental concepts of complex analysis

such as analytic functions, cauchy-Riemann equations and harmonic functions etc., To study

Cauchy integral formula, general form of Cauchy theorem, the Fundamental theorem ofAlgebra

and Maximum modulus Principle and acquire skills of contour integration to evaluate definite

integrals involving sines and cosines via residue calculus.

T'NIT-I

Sums and products, basic algebraic properties, further properties, vectors and moduli, complex

conjugates, exponential form, products and powers in exponential form, arguments of products

and quotients, Roots of complex numbers- examples - Regions in the complex plane.

(Sections I to I I of Text Book) (Questions not to be given in Sections I to 11)

Functions of a complex variable, mappings, mappings by the exponential function,

limits, Theorems on limits, limits involving the point at infinity, continuity, derivatives,

Differentiation formulas, Cauchy-Riemann equations, sufficient conditions for differentiability,
polar co-ordinates, Anallic functions. (Sections 12 to 25 of Text Book)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion ofthis unit, the student will be able to represent complex

numbers algebraically and geometrically and understand Anallic functions, Cauchy-Riemann

equations and veri$ Complex frrnctions for analycity.

UMT-II

G's"''v--^

Subject Code: M 302 I A Marks 30

No. of Lecture / Seminar /
Tutorial for week

06L+01 S/T '70

Total Marks 100
End Exam Marks

Harmonic functions, Uniquely determined Analytical functions, Reflection principle.

The exponential function, the logarithmic functions, branches and derivatives of logarithms,
contours, contour integrals, Some examples - Examples with branch cuts, upper bounds for
moduli ofcontour integrals, anti-derivatives, Proofofthe Theorem (45), Cauchy-Goursat
theorem, Proof of the Theorem (47), simply connected domains, multiply connected domains.

(Sections 26 to 3l &39to49of Text Book) 
__r-

CHAIRMAN
P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics

Acharya Nagarjuna University
Nagarjuna Nagar-522 510.



Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to understand
Harmonic firnctions and cauchy-Goursat theorem to simply connected domains and cauchy-
Goursat theorem to multiply connected domains.

TJNIT-III

cauchy integral formula, An extension ofthe cauchy integral formula - some consequences of
the extension. Liouvelli's theorem and the fundamental theorem of Algebra, maximum modulus
principle. Convergence of sequences, Convergence of series, Taylor series.

(Sections 50 to 59 of Text Book)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to evaluate complex
integrals by applying cauchy integral formula and to understand Liouvelli's theorem and the
fundamental theorem of Algebra and maximum modulus principle.

UNIT-TV

Laurent series, absolute and uniform convergence ofpower series, continuity of sums ofpower
series, integration and differentiation of power series, uniqueness of series representations,

Isolated singular points, Residues, Cauchy residue theorem, Residue at infrnity - The three types
of isolated singular points. (Sections 60to72 of Text Book)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to represent

functions as Laurent series and to understand residues and Cauchy residue theorem.

UITIT-V

Residues at poles, Examples, zeros of anallic functions, zeros and poles, behavior ofa flmction
near isolated singular points. Evaluation of improper integrals, Examples - Improper integrals

from Fourier analysis, Jordan's Lemma, definite integrals involving Sines and Cosines,

Argument Principle, Rouche's Theorem. (Sections 73 to 81 & 85 to 87 ofText Book)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to compute integrals

using residues and to understand Argument principle and Rouche's theorem.

Text Book: Complex variables and Applications, James Ward Brown, Ruel V.Churchill, Mc

Graw Hill, Eighth Edition, 2009.

Reference Books:

Complex Variables, H. Silvermen

Complex Variables by H.S.Kasana, Prentice Hall of India

Complex Variables by Murrey Rspiegel, Scheam's Outline series.

g.9r
CHAIRMAN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
AcharYa Nagariuna universlrY

Nagariuna Nagar-522 510'



course outcomes:Upon completion ofthis course, the student will be able to define and analyze

limits and continuity for functions of complex variables, cauchy-Riemann equations, analytic

functions and entire functions. Evaluate complex contour integrals, the Cauchy integral formula

and represent functions as Taylor and Laurent series, classify singularities and poles, find

residues and evaluate complex integrals using the residue theorem'
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(M3.2(ND)fp,
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION

Third Semester

Mathematics

Paper II - COMPLEX ANALYSIS (MODEL PAPER)

Time: Three hours Maximum : 70 marks.

Answer ONE question from each Unit.

UNIT I

1. (a) Suppose that f(z)=u(x,y)+iv(x,y), zo=x0+iyo and. wo=uo+ivo.Thenprove

t}rrt hltf (z)=wo ifandonlyif 
,,,,1$".,",r(r,r) =r0 and 

1,.,ffi,,.,r(r,r)=ro.

(b) Examine the differentiability of the firnction f (r) =lrl' .

(oR)
2 (a) Let the tunction f (z) = u (x, y) + t v(x, y)be defined throughout some e -

neighbourhood of a point zo = xo + i yo. Suppose that the first order partial derivatives

of the functions u and v with respect to x and y exist everywhere in that

neighbourhood and that they are continuous at (xo,yu). If the partial derivatives

satisff the Cauchy-Riemann equations a, =vr,ut=-vr at (xo,yo)then prove that the

derivative ,f' (zu ) exists.

(b) Suppose that in a domain D, a firnction f (z)=u(x,y)+iv(x,y) is analyic and its

modulus lf (r)l ir constant. Show that ,f (r) -"rt also be constant in D.

LINIT II

3 (a) Prove that if a tunction f (z)=u(x,y)+iv(.r,y) is analytic in a domain D, then its

component functions u and v are harmonic in D.

(b) Show that "(t,i=VIV 
is hannonic in some domain and find a harmonic

conjugate v(x,y).

g.ek
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(oR)

4 (a) State and prove Cauchy-Goursat theorem.

(b) By finding an anti-derivative, evaluate

cicle z -- 2e'e, - lt < 0 < x.

UMTIII

5 (a) State and prove Cauchy integral formula.

(b) Prove that if a function / is analyic at a point, then its derivatives of all orders

are also analyic functions at that point.

(oR)

6 (a) State and prove Liouville's theorem.

[*,*n"r"'C' 
is the positively oriented

(b) Show that wh en z * 0,
I -2 -6 -10

= 
---J---Iz' 3! 5! 7t

sin (z')
4z

'7

T]NIT IV

(a) Find the laurent series exparsion of / ( 4 = CAt _4
t <lzl<2.

(b) Prove that, if a power series io,r" "oou"r5"s 
wheo , = ,, (

convergent for every value of z such that lzl < lz,l.

throughout the annulus

z, + 0), it is absolutely

(oR)

8 (a) State and prove Cauchy residue theorem.

(b) Determine the order n of each pole and find the corresponding residue B of
exp 2r)

..-/
E's*v"'-'--
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9. (a) Determine the order m ofeach pole and find the corresponding residue I of
-3 -') -

J lz)= 

-..
lz-t)

T]NIT V

(oR)

-l<a<1.

.r sm.r
(b) Find the value of the integral j

x2 +2x+2

10 (a) State and prove Rouche's Theorem.

(b)Showthat'i ao - zr
"'*' 

d l+asind [-o,'
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M.Sc. MATHEMATICS-III SEMESTER

M303(21XNRlr FUNCTIoNAL ANAIYSIS
(With effect from the batch of students admitted il:ring 202L-2022)

Subject Code : M303(21) I A Marks 30
No. of Lecture / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

06L + 0l S/T End Exam Marks 70
Total Marks 100

Course Objectives: To introduce basic concepts of Functional Analysis namely normed spaces,
bounded linear functionals, and study their applications and also to introduce fundamental results
in Functional Analysis namely Hahn-Banach Theorem, open mapping theorem and closed graph
theorem and study their applications.

UNIT-I
Review of properties of Metric spaces (Chapter-1);Vector space - Normed spaces,

Banach space - Further properties of normed spaces - Finite dimensional normed spaces-
compactness and finite Dimension.
Q.l to2.5 of Chapter 2)

UNIT.II
Linear operators - Bounded and continuous linear operators - Linear functionals - Linear

operators and functionals on Finite dimensional spaces - Normed spaces of operators, Dual
Space.(2.6 to 2.l0 of Chapter 2)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Analise bounded
linear operators and functionals of finite dimensional normed spaces.

UNIT.TII
Banach fixed point theorem - Applications of Banach fixed point theorem to linear

equations and differcntial equations-Zom's lemma - Hann Banach theorem - Hann Banach
theorem to complex vector spaces and normed spaces.
(5.1 to 5.3 of Chapters and 4.1 to 4.3 of Chapter 4)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Demonstate the
knowledge 9f Banach fixed point theoremand apply it to linear and differential equations.Also
analyze the Hahn-Banach theorem is different spaces.

UNTT. TV
Applications to bounded linear functionals onc[4 b] - Adjoint operator - Reflexive

spaces {ategory theorem and Uniforrn boundedness theorem.
(Sections 4.4 to 4.7 of Chapter 4)

r!,-,\,^'-.-.

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Understrnd basic
properties of finite dimensional normed spaces.

g^9H
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Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Describe reflexive
spaces, Category 1;hselsmand nnifsrm boundedness principle,

UNIT. V
Strong and weak convergence - Convergence of sequences of operators and functionals -

open mapping theorem - Closed graph theorem
(Sections 4.8,4.9 ,4.12 and 4.13 of Chapter 4).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Describe
strong and weak convergences, open mapping theorem and closed graph theorem.

TEXTBOOK:
Introductory Functional analysis with applications by Erwin Kreyszig, John Willy and sons.

Reference Books:
1. Infioduction to Topology and Modem Analysis by G.F. Simmons, McGraw Hill Book

Compann New York International student edition.
2. lntroduction to Functional Analysis, by A. E. Taylor, Wiley, New York, 1958.

K..r"-t'^--
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CODE: M303(21XNR)
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION,

THIRED SEMESTER
MATIIEMATICS

Paper -Itr, FLINCTIONAL ANALYSTS
Model paper

Time: Three hours Ma;rimum : 70 marks

Answer ONE question Aom each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 marks)

[,NIT I

1. (a) Prove that every finite dimensional subspace Y of a normed space X is complete.

@) Prove that in a finik dimensional normed space X, any subset M of X is compact if

and only if M is closed and bounded.

Or

2. (a) If a normed space X has the property that its closed unit ball is compact
then prove that X is finite dimensional.

(b) State and prove Riesz's lemma-

I.INITtr

3. (a) I-etT:D (T) -r Ybe a linear operator, where D (T) is a subspace of a
normed space X and Y is also a normed space. Then prove that T is continuous if
and only ifT is bounded

(b)If a normed space X is finite dimensional then prove that every linear
operator on X is bounded.

Or

4. (a) LetT:D(T) -+ Ybe a bounded linear operator, D (T) a subspace of
a normed space X and Y a Banach space, Then prove that T can be extended to a
bounded linear operator S defined on the closure ofD (T) such that the norm of
S is equal to the norm ofT.
O) IfX and Y are normed spaces over K and Y is a Banach space then prove that
BQK, Y) is also a Banach space.

5. (a)

UNTIM

State and prove Banach fixed point theorem.

State and prove Hahn-Banach theorem for complex vector spaces.(b)

9' gtt*
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6 (a)

o)

Or

State and prove open mapping thcorem.

(l' .ts)'-r,,-''* --

Or

Prove that every vector space X * {0} has a Hamel basis.

I,et X be a normed space and let xa* 0 be any element of X. Then prove

thatthere exists a bounded linear functional f on X such that

UNIT TV

7. State and prove Riesz's theorem for functionals on C[4 b].

Or

8. (a) Prove that if the dual space Xl ofa normed space X is separable, then

prove that X itself is separable.

O) State and prove unifonn boundedness theorem.

f,NlTV

9. (a) I-et (x) be a sequence in a normed space X. Ifdim X ( o then prove that

weak convergence of (xJ in X implies shong convergence of (xJ in X.

(b) Prove that a sequence (fJ of operatom inB(X, Y), where X and y are

Banach spaces, is strorgly operator convergent if and only if

_

llril 
= ,, rt..l= tl".tl .

(i) the sequence (llT"ll) is bounded;
(ii) the sequcnce (f,(x)) is Cauchy in Y for every x in a total subset M

of X.

10.
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Subject Code : M304(AX2l) I A Marks 30

No. of Lecture /
Seminar/Tutorial for
week

06L + 0l S/T End Exam Marks 70
Total Marks 100

Course Objectives: The objective ofthis course is to teach the students the need of
fuzzy sets , operations on fuzzy sets, arithmetic operations on fuzzy sets and fuzzy
relations.

UMT-I: From Classical (Crisp) sets to Ftzzy sets: Introduction, Crisp Sets: An overview,

Fuzzyset: Basic types, Fuzzy sets: Basic Concepts, Characteristics and significance of the

paradigm shift. (Sections I .l -l .5 of Chapter - I of text book)

Fuzzy sets versus Crisp sets: Additional Properties of o-cuts, Representations of Fuzzy
sets,Extension principle for Fuzzy sets (Sections 2.1-2.3 of Chapters 2 ofText book).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Understand
the basicconcepts of fuzzy sets, properties of o-cut sets and extension principle of fuzzy
sets.

Learning outcomes: Upon completion ofthis unit, the student will be able to:
Describe fuzzycompliments, fuzzy intersections and fuzzy unions.

UMT- III: Fuzzy Arithmeti c: Fuzzy Numbers, Linguistic Variables, Arithmetic
Operations on Intervals, Arithmetic Operations on Fuzzy numbers, Lattice of fuzzy
numbers, Fuzzy equations(Sections 4.1 4.6 of Chapter 4 of Text book).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:
Understand theconcept of finzy arithmetic.

UMT-IV: Fuzzy Relations: Crisp versus fuzzy relations, Projections and Cylindric
Extensions,Binary Fuzzy Relations, Binary Relations on a Single set, Fuzzy
Equivalence Relations, Fuzzy Compatibility Relations. (Sections 5.1-5.6 of Chapter 5
ofText book).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Determine the
difference between crisp relations, fuzzy relations and understand the concepts of fuzzy
compatibilityrelations and fu zzy ordering relations.

UNIT.V:

{lftta(

-,r.,Xu',i,i'-tlT"itf i;F.ffi [i[",To*'
(With effect from the batch of students adfiritted during 2021'2O22)

Fuzzy Ordering Relations, Fuzzy Morphisms, Sup - i Compositions ofFuzzy Relations,
Inr'cxCompositi;liffi,1gg$Iiff;1-rChapter5orrex'lbook)

UNIT - II: Operations on Fuzzy sets: Types of Operations, Fuzzy Compliments,
Fuzzy Intersections: t-Norms, Fuzzy unions: t-Conorms, Combinations of
operations, AgreegationOperations (Sections 3,1-3.6 ofChapter-3 ofText book).



Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Fuzzy
Ordering Relations, Fuzzy Morphisms, Sup - i Compositions of Fuzry Relations, Inf- ol
Compositions of fuzzy Relations.

PRESCRIBED BOOK: "Fuzzy sets and Fuzy Logic, Theory and
Applications",G.J.Klir & B.YUAN, Prentice - Hall of India Pvt. Ltd., New
Delhi.,2001.

Course outcomes: After completing this course, the student shall be able to: Understand the
basic concepts of fuzzy sets, fuzzy arithmetic and fuzzy relations. Construct the appropriate
fuzzy numberscorresponding to uncertain and imprecise collected data and also determine
the concepts of fuzzy compatibility relations, fuzzy ordering relations and fuzzy morphisms.I

,. Or"-
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Time: Three hours

CODE: M304(AX21)
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202-

THIRD SEMESTER
MATHEMA'TICS

Paper-IV, FVZT SETS AND TI{EIR APPLICATIONS
Model paper

Maximum : 70 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 marks)

I a) A fuzzy setAonRisconvex iff A(lxr + (1 -l' )xz)> min[A(xr), A(xz)] forallxr,xzeR
and all ),e [0, 1], wherc min denotes the minimum operator.

b) Let A, B be two fuzzy sets of a universal set X. Prove that: (AAB)AC = AA(BAC);
(oR)

2 a) State and prove First Decomposition Theorem
b)Irtf:X-rYbeanarbitrarycrispfunction.Then,foranyAleF(X)andanyleF(Y),ieI,

the following properties of functions obtained by the extension principle hold:
(i)f(A)=o ffA=a
(ii)f(u61A)=u6f(A);

T]NTT-tr

3 a) State and prove second characterization theorem of fuzzy compliments.
b) For all a, b e[0, l], then prove that i-h (A b) S i (a, b) < min (a, b), where i.r denotes

the drastic intersection.
(oR)

4 a) Given a t-norm i and an involutive frrzzy complement c, the binary operation u on [0, 1]
defined by u(a, b) = c(i(c(a), cO))) for all a b e[0, U is a t-conorm such that (i, u, c) is a
dual triple.

b) I-et (i, u, c) be a dual triple that satisfies the law of excluded middle and the law of
contradiction. Then, (i, u, c) does not satisfy the distributive laws.

UNIT-M

UNM-I

5 a) lrt * e{+, -, . , /}, and let A, B deDote continuous firzzy numbers. Then, the fuzzy set A *
suD

B defined by (A * B)(z) =, _ f * , -io1e1*), B(y)l is a continuous fuzzy nrrmber.for all. z e R.

,,.
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(oR)

6 a) Let MIN and MAX, be binary operations on R. Then Prove that for any A, B, C ER
MrN [A,MAX (A, B)] =A.

b) Solve the equation A+ X = B.

UNTI-TV

7 a) Prove that the Standard(or max -min) composition is associative and its inverse is equal to
the reverse composition of the inverse relation.

b) Prove tha tproperties of symmetry,reflexivity and transitivity are preserved under inversion for
both crisp and fuzzy rclations.

(oR)
8 a) Write transitive closure algorithm. By using the algorithm, Determine the tlansitive

max-min closure Rr$ , X) for a Fuzzy relation R(x,x) defined by the membership matrix

R=

7.500
0001
0.400
00.80

T]NTI-V

9 a) For any fuzzy relation R on X2, the fuzzy relation Ra1l1 =[-l[=1R(") is ttre i-transitive

closure of R.
b) kt R be a reflexive fuzzy relation on f, where lXl = n > 2' Then prove that R1111 = p(o.r) '

(oR)
10 a) Prove thal i (4 b) S d iffwr (a, d) >b; where i is a continuous t-norm i'

b) kt P(X,Y),Q t,CY,Z),Qz,CI ,Dand R(ZD be tuzzv relations if
Q1 s Q2 then show that P2QtePo Qz and Q1o R c Q2o R'



Subject Code : M304(BX2I) lI A Marks 30

No. of l-ecture / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

06L + 0l S/T Exam Marks
Marks

70
100

M.Sc. MATHEMATICS-II SEMESTER
M304(BX21XNR) : SEMI GROUPS

(With effect from the batch of students admitteddting}O2l-2022)

Course Objectives: To introduce the Concepts of Semigroups, Homogenic
Semigroups, Frce Semigroups, Ideals, Regular Semigroups, Simple and Q-Simple
Semigroups, and their relatedtheories to develop working knowledge on these concepts.

UntIT-I
Basic Definitions, Monogenic Semigroups, Ordered Sets, Semils6ig$ an6
lattices, BinaryRelations, Equivalences. ( Sections 1.1-1.4 ofChapter- I).

Learning outcomes: Upon compr",ioo o;16is nnit, the student will be able to:
Understand basicdefinitions of Semigroups, Semilattices and [aftices, and their
basic Results.

UNIT - II
Congruences , Free Semigroups and Monoids:Presentations, Ideals and Rees
Congruences, lanices of Equivalences and Congruences equivalcnces. ( Sections 1.5
tol.8 of Ch. l).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:
Understand FreeSemigroups, Ideals and lanice's of equivalences.

UNIT.IU
Green's equivalences ,The sEucture of D. Classes - Regular D-Classes, Regular
Semigroups.(Sectrons 2.1-2.4 of Chapter 2 ).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Green's
equivalences, fiad Structure of D.Classes and regular semi groups.

UMT-IV
Simple and Q - Simple Semigroups; Principle Factors, Rees's Theorem, Completely
Simple semigroups, Isomorphism and Normalization. (Sections 3.1-3.4 of Chapter i).

Learning outcomes: Upon cornpletion of this unit, the student will be able to:
Analyze Simple andO-Simple Semigroups, and Rees,s Theorem and Isomorphism.

UNIT-V
Congruences on Completely 0 - Sinple semigroups, The Lattice of Cotrgnrcnces on a
completely 0 -simple semigroup, Finite congruence- Free semigroups](sections g3-
3.7 of chapter 3r. .-r_ _...cs

O*t- 11h\^3tt'e(.i',
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I,earning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able
to: Describe Congruences on Completely O-simple Semigroups and Finite
Congruences.

the richness of properties enjoied by
fewer facilities than Groups.

TEXT BooK: "An Introduction to semigroup Theory',, J.M. Howie, Academic press.

Course outcomes: The student realizes
Semigroups, an algebraicstructure

t



THIRED SEMESTER
MATIIEMATICS

Paper-fV, SEMI GROLIPS
Model PaPer

Maximum: 70 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit (5 x 14 =70 marks)

I'NIT.I

1. a) In a periodic semi group every element has a power which is idempotent ' hence in a
' 

periodic semi group there is afleast one idempotent'

b) I-et Y be a non empty subset of a partially ordered set X 'Then

i) Y has at one minimrrm element'

ii) if Y is toatallly ordercd , then the tetms .. ninimal .. x1d ..minimum .. are equivalent.

(oR)

2 a ) prove that ( B(X),o) is a semi group'

b) If O:X--+Y is a mapping then pro vethx Ao @-l is an equivaleuce '

T'NIT-U

3 a) A relation p on a semi gloup S is a congru.ence if and only if it is both a left and a right congruence'

b) Irt R be a left and right compatible relation on a semigroup S then prove tlat Rn(=RoRo. ..oR) is

left and right compatible for every n21.

(oR)

4 a) Prove that a modular lattice is semimodular.

b) Prove that the lattice (t(X)<, n,U) of equivalence es on asset X is semi modular'

UNIT-M

5 a) Prove that the relation L aad Rcommute.

b) If qb are D --equivalent elementsin a semi group S then show that IHJ=[Hbl'

'' 
(OR)
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CODE: M304(BX21)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202-

Time: Three hours



6 a) If a is a regular element of a s€mi group s then prove that every element of D, is regular.

b) I.et o:sJT be a morphism from regular semi group s into na semi group T then im @ is regular.ff
f is an idempotent in im 6 then there exists an idempotent e in S such that eb=f.

IAIT-IV

7 a)If Miso-minimel ideal of S then prove that either M2 = {0} or M is a o - simple semigroup.

b) Prove that S is a completely O- simple semigroup.

(oR)

8 a) If S is a completely O- simple, then prove that S is a regular.

b) If S is a regular semigroup without zero in which every idempotent is primitive, then prove

that S is completely simple.

T}NIT.V

9 a) prove that \ is a normal sub group of G.

b) If the elements (a, i, l.) and ( b,j, p) ofS are such that (a, i, ).) p( b, j, p) then prove that

(1.,p) e p^.

(oR)

10 a) Prove that the lattice of congnrences on a completely 0- simple semigroup S is semi

modular.

b) If S is a finite congn:ence- free semigroup without 0 and if lsl )2, then prove that S is a

simple group.

:-,.#".*.#s"



Course Objectives : To develop problem solving skills and to acquire

knowledge o, b*i" concepts of Arithmetical Functions, Dirichlet Multiplication,

Averages of Arithmetical Functions and Congruences'

UMT.I
ARITHMETICAL FI]NCTIONS AND DIRICHLET MULTIPLICATION: INtrOdUCIiON,

The Mobius function p(n), The Euler Totient function tp(n), A relation connecting

qand$Aproductformulafor<p(n),TheDirichlet'productofarithmetical
irnctions, Dirichlet inverses and Mobius inversion fonnula.(Sections 2.1-2.7 of &
1)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

Defrne and interpretthe concepts of divisibility, congruence, Dirichlet product.

UNIT-tr
ARITHMETICAL FI,]NCTIONS AND DIRICHLET MI''LTIPLICATION:
The Mangoldt function A(n), Multiplicative functions, Multiplicative functions

and Dirichlet multiplication, The inverse of a completely multiplicative function,

Liouville's function I(n), The divisor function o,(n). Generalised convolutions.

(Sections 2.8-2.14 of Ch l)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

Define and interpretthe concept multiplicative functions and Generalised

convolutions.

UNIT.III
AVERAGES OF ARITHMETICAL FUNCTIONS:
Introduction, The big oh notation Asymptotic equaliry of functions, Euler's summation

formula, Some elementary asymptotic formulas, The average order of d(n), The average

order of divisor functions o,(n),The average order of q(n)' An application to the

distribution of lattice points visible ftom the origin, Theaverage order of p(n) and A(n),

The partial sums of a Dirichlet product, Applications to p(n) and A(n), Another identity

for the partial sums of a Diricltlet product.

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

Understand the concepts of averages of arithmetical functions, prove and apply

properties of multiplicative functionssuch as the Euler's phi function and of residues

Subject Code : 04( cx2l) A Marks 30

No. of Irchre / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

06L + 01 S/T Exam Marks
otal Marks

70
100

modulo n.

s

M.Sc. MATIIEMATICS-ilI SEMESTER
M304(CX21XNR) : IIIUMBER TIffiORY

(With effect from ttre batch of students admitted during202l'2022)
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UMT.tV
SOME ELEMENTARY TTIEOREMS ON TTM, DISTRIBUTION OF PRIME
NUMBERS:
Introdrrction, chebyshev's functions y(x)and I(x). Relations connecting ry(x) and
I(x), some equivalent fonns of the prime number theorem, Inequalities 

"r 
irirl -ap* Shapiro's Tauberian theorem, Application of Shapiro,s theorem, An asymptotic

formulae for the partial sums (l ,f).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:
Understand Chebyshev's functions y(x)and I(x) and the Relations connecting I(x)
and zr(x), Some equivalentforms of the prime number theorem, Inequalities of zr(n)
and pn, to study some applications of Shapiro's Tauberian theorem.

T]NIT.V
CONGRUENCES: Definition and basic properties of congruences, Residue classes
and complete residue systems, Linear congnrences, Reduced residue systems and Euler
- Fermat theorem, Polynomial congruences modulo p, Lagrange,s theorem,
Simultaneous linear congruences, The Chinese remainder theorem, Applications of the
Chinese remainder theorem, Polynomial congruenceswith prime power moduli.

PRESCRIBED BOOK: "Introduction to Analytic Number Theory", Tom
M.Apostol, NarosaPublishing House, New Delhi.

Course outcomes: After completing this course the student able to: Understand the properties of
divisibility and prime numbers, compute the greatest common divisor and least comnon
multiples,operations with congruences and use the Lagrane theorem, Fermat's theorem, Chinese
remainder theorem.

$
a^I

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Solve
congnrences of various types and use the theory of congruences in applications.



CODE: M304(CX21)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202-
THIRED SEMESTER

MATHEMATICS
Paper -fV, NUMBER TIIEORY

Model paper
Time: Three hours Maximum: 70 marks

Answer ONE question ftom each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 marks)

IJNIT-1

1 (a) If n > 1 then show that LalnO (d) =n.

(b) for n 2 I .prove tlat ri") =[1z (r - ])
(oR)

2 (a) Prove that Didchlet multiplication is commutative and associative'

(b)Prove that for all f we have I*f=f*I=f.

UNIT -tr

3 (a) If both g and f * g are multiplicative , then f is also multiplicative.

(b) If g is multiplicative, so isg-l,its Dirichlet inverse.

(oR)

4 (a) I,et f be multiplicative .Then f is completely multiplicative

If and only rf f-1 (n) =p(n) f(n) foralln> 1

@) Associative propert! relating o a1d +. For any arithmetical Functions a and B we have

ao(poF)=(d*p) "F.

IJNIT-Itr

5 a) Ifx21 then prove the following

(u) X,=,i = loe r + c + 0(i).

O) X,.,1=t+ ((s) +O(x-s) if s ) 0,s * 1

(c) L,,)=o(x-s) if s > 1.

(d) Ln<,n" ={..g1a

$.



(oR)

6(a) For x > l,showthat

(i)X,,=,p(n) [i]= r -a

(ii) X,<,4(n)L1 = be [x] !.

(b) Ifx > 2 then prove that log[x] ! = x log x - x + OQog x).

IJNIT.IV

? a) Irt P. denote the nth prime. Then the following asymptotic rclations are logically equivalent :

(i) limr-- n(r)logx .
x

(ii) lim,--18)J9Eol1=1.

Pn

n logn
(iii) lim,,-.. = 1.

(oR)

8 a) Prove that there is a constant A such that

Xp=,1 = log log x +e + o (,1) ror all x> 2.

I.INTT-V

9 a) Prove that a finite abelian group G of order n has exactly n distinct characters.

(oR)

l0 a) Prove that there are infinitely many primes of the form 4n + I .

b) If k> 0 and(h, k) = l,then prove that there are infinitely many primes in the arithmetic
progression nk+h, n= 0,1,2,.............. 1

G

q9'
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M.Sc. MATIIEMATICS'I SEMESTER
M305(A)(21): MATHEMATICAL BILOGOY

(With effect from the batch of students admitted dut'n9202l'2022)

Subject Code : M30s(AX21) I A Marks 30

No. of Lecture /
Seminar/Tttorial for
week

06L + 01 S/T End Exam Marks 70

Total Marks 100

Objective of the Course:

l.This course is aimed to be acressible both to Master's students of biology who have a good

understanding of the inductory cou$e to mathematical biology and to Master's students in

Malhematics looking to broaden their application areas.

2. The course extends the range of usage of mathematical models in biology, ecology and evolution.

3. Biologically, the course looks at models in evolution, population genetics and biological invasions.

4. Mathe-matiially the course involves the application of multivariable calculus, ordinary differential

equations and panial differential equations.

5. Formulafion and analysis of ordinary differential equation (ODE) nodels for the population of a

single species, finding equilibrium populations and determining how thet stability depends on

parameters.

Unit I:

Autonomous differential equations - Equilibrium solutions - Stability nature of equilibrium solutions,

single species growth models involving exponential, logistic and Gompertz growths, Harvest models

- bifrrcations and break points. (Sections 1 aod 2 of the Text Book).

Learning out comes: Upon Completing this unit" students will be able to

1. Understand the concept of single species growth models involving exponential logistic and

Gompertz growths. Harvest models, bifurcations and break points.

2. Convirt verbal descriptions of biological systems into appropriate mathematical models

amenable to quantitative and qualitative analysis.

3. Develop the ability to cxplain mathematical resuls in language understandable by biologists.

Unit II:
I-otkaVolrcra predator - prey model - phase plane analysis, General predator prey systems -
equilibrium solutions - classification of equilibria - existence of cycles - Bendixson-Dulac's negative

criterion - functional responses. (Sections 7 and 8 of the text book).

Learning out comes: Upon completing this unit students will be able to

1. Understand the concept of Iltka Volrcrra prcdator, pry model, phasc palne analysis and

apptcations of Bendixson-Dulac's negative criterion.
2. Identify the equilibrium points and study the phase portrait amlysis of predator prey model.
3. Perform elementary mathematical analysis of models inhoduced and interpret conditions

obtained from the analysis, usually taking the form of relationships between model
parameters-that correspond to specific model behavioc and exprcss the ramifications for the
biological process being considered.

Unit Itr:
Global bifurcarions in predator prey models - Freedman and Wolkowicz model - tlpe IV frmctional

response - Hopf bifrrrcation - Homoclinic orbits - Global bifurcations using Allec effect in prey -
Competition models - (Sections 9 and 10 of tlre text book).

sM



L€arnhg out comes: Upon completing this unit, students will be able to

l. Understand the concept of Global bifurcations in prcdator prey model, Gobal bifircalions
using Allee effect in prey - competition models and applications.

2. Understatrd and apply the concept of stability of a fxed point solution of a system of ordiDary
differcntial equations.

3. Analyze the model with graphical representaton and give biological interpretation.
Unit IV:
lotka - Voltrrra Competition model - exploitation competition models. Mutualism models - various

types of mutualisms - cooperative systems - Harvest models and optimal control theory (Sections 11

and 12 of the text book).

Learning out comes: Upon competing this unit, students will be able to

1 . Analyze ODE models for the populations of two interacting species.
2. Identify equilibrium points and using information about their linear stability to characterize

the long-term bebavior of the system-
3. Analyze the model with gra.phical reprcsentation and give biological interpretation.

Unit V:
Open access fishery - sole owner fishery - Pontryagin's maximum principle - Economic
interpretation of Hamiltonian and adjoint variable. (Sections 13 and 14 of the text book)

Learning out com€s: Upon cornpleting this unit, students will be able to

1 . Understand the concepts of open access frshery, sole owner fishery.
2. Apply Pontryagin's maximum principle to open access fishery, sole owner fishery.
3. A-oalyze economical interpretation for sole owner fishery.

Text book: Mark Kot, 2fi)1, Elements of Mathematical Ecology, Cambridge University Press.

Reference: Nisb€t and Gumey, 1982, Modeling Fluctuating PopulatioDs, Joh \Yiley & Sons.

Course out comes: On successful completion of this course the students will be able to

1. Read, situate, and understand rcsearch papers in the area of marhematical biology.
2. Prepare to disorss specific biological systems with life scientists, and in particular

communicate efficiently how values of model parameters can impact the qualitative behavior
of the system-.

3. Solve mathematically and interpret biologically simple problems involving one and two
species ecosystems, €pidemics and biochemical reactions.

4. Analyze the model with gra.phical representation and give biological interpretation for
competition models, mutualism models.

5. Analyze economical interpr€tation foi open access fishery, solve owner fishery models using
pontryagh' s rnarimum principle.

/
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CODE: M305(AX2I)
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202-

THIRED SEMESTER
MATTIEMATICS

Paper -V, MATIIEMATICAL BIOLOGY
Model PaPer

Time: Three hours Maximum: 70 marks

Answer ONE question ftom each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 matks)

T'NIT I

1(a) Let xr be an equilibrium point of xl = f(x). Discuss the stability nature of x*'

(b) consider the logistic differential equation subjected to harvestinS with catch per unit effort

proportional to the stock and analyze it by taking effort as a bifurcation parameter'

(oR)

2(a) Explain Gompertz equation and discuss qualitative behavior of solutions of Gompertz equation.

(b) lllustrate four different one-parameter bifurcations throuSht appropriate examples.

UNIT-II

3(a) Show that the Lotka-Volterra model admits a non-trivial stable equilibrium point which is

surrounded by a family of periodic orbits.

(b) Analyze the Lotka-Volterra model through phase plane analysis and discuss the possible scenarios for

its interior equilibrium point with respect to variations in the involved parameters'

(oR)

4(a) Classify equilibria of a general predator-prey system through community matrix'

(b) Describe the qualitative behavior of solutions of Rosenzweig-Mac Arthur model'

uNtT- t

5. Discuss the local and global bifurcations for the following model

4!=,*(r_\)_r,r,"
dT ( ,(/

# = urr*r' - mP, whcre S(N) =
cN

t *y*o
t

"",f"$



(oR)

5. Discuss the global bifurcations with Allee effect in the prey.

UNIT-IV

7.(a) Derive Lotka-Volterra Competition model and analyze it.

(b) Discuss the qualitative behavior of solutions of the equation

= &(*)Y

,f(:)tc(x) - yI

With d as bifurcation parameter.

(oR)

8(a) Explain different types of mutualisms.

(b) Define cooperative system. Give and example. Prove that the orbits of a cooperative system either
converge to equilibria or diverge to infinity.

UNIT.V

9. Discuss the economic aspects of open-access fishery by using dynamic approach.

(oR)

10. Solve the problem of sole-owner fishery with discounting.

G
q9.
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dx



Subject Code : M3058(21) [ A Marks 30
No. of Lecture / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

06L+01 S/T Exam Marks
Marks

70
100

Course Objectives : To develop problem solving skills and to acquire knowledge on basic
concepts of in linear programming problems, Transportation problems, Assignment problems
and Job sequencing.

UNIT - I
Mathematical Back ground: lines and hyper planes: Convex sets, convex sets and Hyper

planes, convex cones. (Sections 2.19 to 2.22 of Chapter 2of [1]).

Theory of the simplex method : restatement of the problem, slack and surplus
Variables , reduction of any feasible solution to a basic feasible solution , some definitions and
notations ,improving a basic feasible solution, unbouDded solutions, optimality conditions
altemative optima, Extreme points and basic feasible solutions. (Sections 3.1,3.2,3.4 to 3.10 of
Chapter 3 of [1])

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this rrnit, the student will be able to: Formulate and
solve a linear programming problem.

UNIT -II
Detailed development and Computational aspects of the simplex method, The Simplex

method, selection of the vector to enter the basis, degeneracy and breaking ties further
development of the transportation formulas, the initial basic feasible solution -artificial
variables, Tableau format for simplex computations, use of the tableau format, conversion of a
minimizatioa problem to a maximization problem, Review of the simplex method, illustrative
exarnples. (Sections 4.1 to4.5 &4.7 to4.ll of Chapter 4 of [l]).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Convert standard
business problems into linear programming problems and can solve using simplex algorithm.

UNIT-III
Transportation problems: Introduction, properties of the matrix A: the simFlex Method

and transportation problems, simplifications resulting from all y,top = t lor 0, The Stepping-
Stone algorithm.(Sections 9.1 to 9.7 of Chapter 9of I l] ).

Learning outcomes: upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Formulate and
solve transportation problems.

g.srF
-.^"lilili:+*T,ibHP'"

M.Sc. MATIIEMATICS [I SEMESTER
M 3O5B(21XNR). LINEAR PROGRAMMING

(With effect from the batch of students admitted, drtring202l-2022)



T]NIT -TV
Determination of an initial basic feasible solution, altemative procedure for computing

z;; --cij: duality ( Sections 9.10 & 9.1I of chapter 9 of [l] )
Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this rrnit, the student will be able to: Formulate and
solve transportation problems by using the Stepping - Stone algorithm.

UNTT-Y

The assignment problem: Introduction, description and mathematical statement of the
problem, Solution using the Hungarian method, the relationship between transportation and
assignment problems, further treatment of the assignment problem, the bottle neci assignment
problem. (Sections 6.I to 6.6 of Chapter-6 of [2] )

Learning outcomes: upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Formulate and
solve the Assignment problem.

TEXTBOOK:

[1] G.HadIey "Linear programming" Addison_Wesley publishing Company.

[2] Benjamin Lev and Howard J,weiss "Introduction to Mathematical programming"
E<lward Amold Pub, Iondon, 1982.

course outcomes: After completing this course, the student acquaints him (her) self in the
mathematical methods for solving transportation problem and assignment problem.

S'g'.jv--^'
CHAI RMAN

tu;.'.i1$."t-l-J.',r*,]l'11,:i$*
NaBariuna Nagar-5zz 5rv'



CODE: M305(BX21XNR)
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202_

THIRED SEMESTER
MATHEMATICS

Paper -V, LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Model paper

Tire: Three hours Maximum : 70 marks

Answer ONE question ftom each Unit

UNIT I

(oR)

2. Find all basic feasible solutions for the system of equations
2\ +6xz +2xt+xt =3
6xr +4xz +4xr +$a = Z, xrIz,xs,& > 0.

(5 x 14 = 70 marks)

l. (a) Define convex set. Prove that the collection of all feasible solutions to a L.P.P constitutes a
convex set whose extreme points conespond to the Basic feasible solution.

(b) Prove that the set X={ [ x , x 2 ] / x 1 
2 + ,x z2 < I ] is convex.

UNIT-II

3. Solve the following L.P.P using artificial variable technique
Minz = 3xr +44x2 +4+{.xa
Subject to Sxr -2xz -xt +3xt >2,

6xr +xz -5x:-3x+ > 5
-xr +4xz +3xr +7xc> 6, and xr,xz,xr,x+> 0.

(oR)

4. Solve the following L.P.P using simplex method.
Maxz = 6xr - 2xz

Subjected to 2xt-x2=2
x1 S 4, and x1 ,x2 20.

UNIT - III

5. Find the optimal solution by Stepping stone method to find the lnitial basic feasible solution using the
Row minima method for the followinE transportation problem

...

& 'v'x'-''-
CHAIRMAN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathemati6
Acharya Na garjuna Universlty

Nagarjuna Nagar{22 510.



Dr D2 D D+ SuPPIY

Sr ll t3 t7 t4 250

sz 16 18 t4 10 300

s: 2t ?A 13 10 400

Demand 2N 225 275 250

(OR)

6. Solve the following Transportation Problem using Stepping Stone algorithm.

I tr m
t"

supply

A 40 44 48
P'

160

B 37 45 t' 150

C 35 40 45 r' 190

Demand 80 90

UNTT.IV
7. Find the optimal solution by MODI method to find the lnitial basic feasible solution usingthe Vogel's
method for the following transportation problem

Origins I tr III Available

A 2 7 4 5

B 3 1 1 8

C 5 4 7 1

D I 6 I t4

Requirement 7 9 18

OR

8. Explain Matrix minima method .Find the initial basic feasible solution by matrix minima method

for the the following transportation problem

&.g,-l
-*ffi::l.ifti';igti$*

rlo 
r2o I
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I

4 6

t4 4 l0 13

Supply

550

700

300

500

trmIV
A

B

C

D

8 13

l3 1l 10 8

9 lt 13 3

Demand 250 350 1050 2N

UNIT. V

9. Define (i) balanced (ii) unbalanced assignment problems and solve the following assignment

problem by using Hungarian method.
Machine

Jobs

I tr m v
A 45 30 65 40 55

B 50 30 25 60 30

C 25 20 15 20 40

D 35 25 30 30 20

E 80 60 60 '70 50

(oR)

10. (a) Solve the following by using bottle neck assigrment algoritbm.

Workers

Jobs

(b) Explain the difference between transportation and assignment problems

q g,-t'"P
CHAIRMAN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagariuna UniversitY

Nagarjuna Nagar-522 510.

A B D

1 2 4 2 4

z 8 5 4 5

3 4 6 9

4 8 4 2 4

IV

C

8



(cM305 I)(2 ) A Marla
Exam Marks

o. of kcture / Seminar/
al for week

06L + 01 S/T

Marks 100

M.Sc. MATIIEMATICS IIr SEMESTER

-M 
30s(c)B(21) - MATTTEMATTCU, Iminribs(With effect from the batch of students 

"a-tt"a ari."g 2021-2022)

UMT.I:
Iategral Equations: Relation between differentiar and integral equations, Sorutions of integral
equations, Volterra integral equations of first and second i,d, iierated kJ;;;;'
integral equations, Neumann series, Recciprocal Kernals, Degenerate kemals, Hilbert schmidt
theory, syrnmetric kernals with eigen values, iterative methods for solving equations of the
second kind, Singurar integrar equarions. [chapter 2 of Ref(2) and sections z.z,l.e toz.tzot
chapter 3 of Ref(l)l

UMT-tr:

Application of Integral equations: Initial and boundary value problems, longitudinal vibrations
and defomration of a rod, Green's function, construction of Green's functions[chapter 5 of
Ref(2)l

UNIT-III:
The Calculus of variations: Euler's Equation _ functions of the form
[i] f t*,tr,tr,...y^,yt,il,...,y;)dx -firn"tiorul a"il;" on hisher order derivatives-

Variational problems in parametric form and applications. [Chapter 
.W 

of Ref_2]

UNIT.IV:

Tensor Analysis: N- dimensional space - covariant and contravariant vectors - contraction
-second and higher order tensors- euotient law-Fundamental tensor lctrapter. r,z oi nei+1

T]NIT-V:
Associate temsor - Angle between th9 vectors - principal directions - christoffel symbols _
covariant and intrinsic derivatives - Geodesics.[chaptir 3,4 of Ref rext Book 4]

References:
l. Methods of Applied Mathematics by Francis B.Hildband, printice Hall of India, second

Edition(1972).

?. Pt9-grl fqoations by Shanti Swar-up, Krishna prakasan Media(p) Ltd., Meerut.
3. Differential Equations by L.Elsgolts, Mir publishers, Moscow.
4. Tensor Calculus by Barry Spain.

Subject Cod- :--------
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CODE: M305(CX21)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202-
THIRED SEMESTER

MATHEMATICS
Paper -V, MATTIEMATICAL METHoDS

Model paPer
Maximum : 70 marks

Time: Three hours

Answer ONE question fmm each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 m"d<s)

Unit-1

1. A) With the help o the resolvent kernel, obtain the solution of the integral equation:

qti=*lG-x)0GY6.
0

B) Show that the function /(.r) = 5s'is a solution of the Volterra integral

equation: / (y) = sin.r + 2Jcos(.x - f )O@d€'
0

(oR)

2. C) Solve the integral equation S$) =sn( + lcos€snx4?)dx'

D) Explain the method of generating the sequences of eigen values and eigen

b

tunctions for the integral equation O G) = 1l K G, xY @ d 4

Unit-2

3. Transform the differential equatio ,, *fr*rff*12r2-1)u =0withthe boundary

conditions u (6 ) = r(1) = 0in!o an integral equation, by coostructing Grcen's firnction'

(oR)

4. Solve the boundary value problem using Green's functi oo (!- -u = -'2e' wrth
dx"

'r(o) 
= z'(o)'4(r) + &'(,) = o

Unit-3

5. A) Obtain a rccessary condition for the extremals of the firnctional

v( y 11y) = J ir' 
(x ; y ( i ; y' G\ dr satisfying y(rb ) = y,; y(4 ) = y,'

\6

Ci'-rS"-.,--



B) Find the exremals of the tunctiona r(y(;)) = ] l{f), + y, _Zy*,1a*
&

6. C) Determine a cuwe joining the 
"nr," 

i,?,lt *rt A(l,l) whose rotation aboutthe axis of abscissa generates a surface of mini-um 46x-

D) Determine the differential equation satisfied by the free vibrations of a string.

Unit-4

7. A)State and prove euotient law of tenson.
B) If Ar is an arbitrary contavariant veclor and crAiAj is an invarian( Show that
(c, + cr, )is a covariant teDsor of s@ond order.

8. C) A covariant tensor of frst order* 
"S?*ro D,2y - z, , xz in rcctaogular

coordinates. Determine its covfiiant components in spherical polar coordinates.
D) Prove that fundamental tensor g, is a covariant symmetric tensor of order two.

Unit-5

9. A) Obtain the cbristoffel synbols corresponding to the metric
4"'z = 14rr)'z +G(xt, x2)(4162)2 wher-e G is a function of .rr and .rz

B)prove rhat div A j=##er.* 4l=div ti.

10. c)
(oR)

Define a geodesic and a null-geodesic. Obtein the N differential equations of a
geodesic of the second order.
D) Explain the concept o parallerism arong a curve. show that the vector obtained by
the parallel propagation of the tangent vector to a geodesic always rcmains tangent to
the geodesic.

e
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- _ M.sc. MArnrmucs_/Jnlrrmsrrn

,*un "H1',113ilt1#l"T8T,:ffiflffi lk zo2t 2022)

Primitive Rings, Radicals, completely reducible module

UNIT _ tr 
, yv."p^,lsrJ rcuucrore modules. (Sections 3,I to 3.3 of Chapter 3)

UMT-I

UNIT-ry

UNIT-V

<s*n""Trhf.atiip.it#"ffi.lf*otients, Rings of endomorphism's of injective modutes.

I;ffi;!r*. of modules, Hom aad tunctors exact sequetrces.(sections 5.1 to 5.3 of

TEXTBOOK:

,"*"ri;Ofbek 
.,Lectures 

on Rings and Modules,, A Blaisdell book in pure and Applied

G %V---
CHAIRMAN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagarjuna UniversitY

NaBarjuna Nagar-522 510.

ect Code M40 I IQ ) A Marks n
Marks

o. of l,ecture
torial for week

L+01 s/T

Marks 100

<s*,r"r!lTof ijti'^offffi.5*' Artinian and Noetherian rings, on lifting idempotents,.

UNIT-III

*"r,,,?l1r#f"ff frTf;1#d;**lTo"modures,Injectivemodures.(Section3.7or



Time: Three hours

CODE: M401(21XNR)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202-
FOI'RTH SEMESTER

MATHEMATICS
Paper I, NON-COMMUTATM RINGS

Model PaPer
Marimum: 70 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit (5x14=70
marks)

T'NIT I

l. (a) Show that every primitive ideal is prime.

o) Define hime radical of a ring R. show that the radical of R is the set of all re R such

that l- rs is right invertible for all se R.

3

(oR)

2. Define a completely reducible module, socle of a module. Show that the following

conditions concerning a module An are equivalent:

(i)A=SocA.
(ii) A is the sum of minimal submodules'

(iii) A is isomorphic to a direct sum of ineducible modules.

UNIT II

(a) If R is semiprime and e 
2 

= ee R, then show th61 sf, i5 minimal right ideal if and only if
eRe is division ring.

(b) IfR is right Artinian then show that Rad R = rad R.

(oR)

4 (a) Show that in a regular ring every finitely gcnerated right ideal is principal'

(b) ) Show that in any ring idempotents modulo the prime radical can be lifted.

UNIT III

5 (a) Define a local ring. Show that a ring R is local if and only if it is semi perfect and I is a

primitive idempotent

(b) kt e is an idempotent of R and N = Rad R then show that Rad (eRe) = eRe n N = eNe

'-tu#r,ffi5$,il



(oR)

6(a)' Define a projective module. If M is a direct slm of a famfly of modules {ld; / ie I} then
prove that M is projective if and only if each I\d is projective.

@) Define an Injective module. Prove that every module is isomorphic to a submodule of the
character module of a free module

UNIT IV

7(a). Show that an ideal D of a ring R is dense as a right R- module if and only if
r1D=0=11 =0Vrre R

o) kt R be a prime ring with non zero socle .Then show that e is the ring of all linear
transformations of a vector space.

(oR)

8(a). Assume that every non zero submodule of Mp is large. Then prove that its injective hull Ip
is indecomposable and H is a local ring.

@) If the injective hull Ix is injective and indecomposable then prove that Homp(I,r) is a local
ring.

B'g-i-
CHAIRM AN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagarjuna University

Nagar.iuna Nagar-522 510.

I]NIT V
9(a). If Aa, sB be right and left R-modules. Then prove that AEaB is an abelian group under addition.

O) L,et O be a bilinear mapping from (Aa, pB) to C.Then prove that there exists a unique
homomorphism Q: A@pB-+C such that fi .0 = (D.

(oR)

l0(a). hove that the pa:r A--4 B -t+C is exact if and only if the pair

C* 8' >B+ I' ,Aisexact.

@) For any R-module A, prove that therc exists a ftee module F such that F-+A-+0 is exact.



M.SC. MATHEMATICS.IV SEMESTER

Mao2 (21)(NR): PARTIAt DIFFERENTIAL EqUATIoNS

(With effect from the batch of students admitted d\nng202l'202i2)

Subject Code : I A Marks 30

No. of Lecture / Seminar/
Tirtorial for week

06L + 01 S/T End Exam Marks 70

Total Marks 100

Course Objectives: To introduce first and second order partial differential equations and their

classifications and methods of finding solutions of these partial differential equations.

UNIT.I

First Order Partial Differential equations: Curves and Surfaces - Genesis of fust order

partial differential equations - Classification of integrals - linear equations of the first
orderPartial Differential equations - compatible systems. (Sections 1.1 to 1.6 of chapter I of [1])

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the snrdent will be able to: Classify fust
order partial differential equations and their solutions and solve them using some methods.

UNIT.II
Charpit's method - Jacobi's method - Integral surfaces through a given curve- Second

order Partial differential Equations: Genesis of Second Order Partial Differential Equations -

Classification of Second Order Partial differential equations.
(Sections 1.7 to 1.9 of Chapter I and Sections 2 .l to 2.2 of Chapter 2 of I l]).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: apply Charpit's
and Jocobi's methods to solve frst order partial differential equations and Classifyand solve
second order partial differential equations.

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: solve one
dimensional wave equations using differcnt analytic methods and understand laplace
equationsand Maximum and minimum principles.

G' g"r"-"^-
-.,n:r,"i$i[Tf,h::w-

MAAaQI)

UNIT-III
One Dimensional Waves equations: Vibrations of an infinite string - Vibrations of a

semi-infinite string - Vibrations of a string of Finite kngth - Riemann's Method - Vibrations of
a string of finite length (method of separation of variables) - Laplaces Equation: Boundary
value problems - Maximum and minimum principles.
(Sections2.3.I to2.3.5of Chapter2andSections2.4.lto2.4.2 of Chapter2of [1]).

Q. s.^r--'.-,--



UNIT.TV
The Cauchy problem - The Dirichlet problem for the upper Half plane - The Neumann

problem for the upper Half plane - the Dirichlet problem for a circle - the Dirichlet Exterior
problem for a circle -TheNeumann problem for a circle- The Dirichlet problem for a Rectangle

- Hamack's Theorem,
(Sections 2.4.3 to 2.4.1O of Chapter 2 if [])
Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Solve Iaplace
equations using various analytical methods demonstrate uniqueness of solutions of certain kinds
of these equations

I,]NIT.V
Laplace's Equation - Green's Function- The Dirichlet problem for a Half plane -The

Dirichlet problem for a circle - Heat conductioninfinite rcd case - Heat conduction Finite roa
case -Duhlmel's prlnciple: Wave equation - Heat conduction equation.
(Sections 2.4.11 to 2.4.13 and 2.5.1 to 2.5.2 arrd,2.6.l to 2.6.2 of Chapter 2 of [l])

karning outcomes: upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: compute
solutions of heat equations using certain analytic methods and verify ,niqueness of solutions of
some tylres of these equations.

TEXT BOOK: An Elementary course in Partial Differential Equations by T.Amaranath,
Published by Narosa llublishing House.

/'-)(,(. lr...ir*'-^ -
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CODE: M402(21)
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION,

FOURTHSEMESTER
MATIIEMATICS

Paper -tr, PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Model paper

Maximum: 70 marks
Time : Th,ree hours

Answer ONE question from each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 marks)

IJNIT I

(a)

o)

Find the general integral of (y + 1) p + (x + 1) q = z'

Show that a necessary and sufficient condition that the equation Pdx + Qdy +

Rdz = 0, be integrable is that X.curl X = 0, where X =(P,Q,R) .

7

3

4

Or

(a) Verify that the Pfaffian difrerential equation

(l +Yz)dx + 1ta+*PY +(f -xY)dz=g

is inrcgrable and find its intcgral'

O) Show that the equations f =xp -yq-x = 0

g=x2P+q-xz=0

arc compatible and find a oneaarametcr family of common solutions'

TJNIT tr

(a)DescribetheCharpit,smethodtofindacompleteintegralofafirstorderPDE.

O) Find a complete inrcgral of z2 -pqxy = 0 by charPit's method'

Or

(a) Find a complete integral of the equation xp2+ yq2 = z by Jacobi's method

(b) Reduce the equation uo- x'u, = 0toa canonical form'

(. S,ri-,.^ -....-

B' 9t-,.'-""-'
CHAIRMAN
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5

I,JNITIU

Deduce the d'Alembert's solution of the WP of vibrations of an infinitc string.

Deduce the solution of the IVp of Vibration of semi - infinite string using

d'Alembert's solution..

Or

6. (a) Solve the IVP,/BVP of vibrations of a string of finite length by method of

separation of variables.

O) State and prove maximum principle.

UNITTV

Show that the solution of the Dirichlet problem for a circle of

radius a is given by thepoisson inrcgral formula.

(a) Solve the IVP,zBVp of the Dirichlet problem for a rectangle.

(b) State and prove HamacHs theorem.

UNITV

Solve the Dirichlet problem for half plane usingGreen,s function.

Solve the WP,/BVP of heat conduction in a finite rod of length 0, using

method of separation of variables.A

.Or

10. (a) Solve using Duhamel,s principle the non-homogeneous wave equation

u6 c2u,, = F(a, t), -o < x < oo, 0< t with homogeneous initial conditions

u(x, 0) = u,(a, 0) = 0, -m < x < co.

O) Solve the IVP/BVP problem of heat conduction in ar hfitrite rcd.

(a)

(b)

7

8

9 (a)

o)

S.^."1,-r.,^-
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHf,MATICS
ACIIARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

M.Sc., Mathematics
SYLLABUS

M 403 (NR)

(With effect from the batch of students admitted dwing202l-2022)
IV-SEMESTER

M 403. NEAR.RJNGS

Subiect Code: M 403 I A Marks 30

No. of Lecture / Seminar /
Tutorial for week

06L+01 S/T End Exam Marks 70

Total Marks 100

Course Objectives: To introduce Near-rings and its basic concepts and struchre theorY namelY,

subnear-rings, ideals, homomorphisms, direct products, subdirect products, sums and direct sums

of ideals, prime and semiprime ideals, structure theory and primitive near-rirgs.

Unit I
The Elementary Theory of Near-Rings

(a) Fundamental definitions and properties

l. Near-rings
2. N-groups
3. Substructures
4. Homomorphisms and idealJike concepts

5. Annihilators
6. Generated objects.

(Section (a) of ChaPter - 1)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to understand near-

rings, suSnear-rings, ideals and homomorphisms and the results based on these concepts'

Unit II
(b) Consfructions:

l. Products, direct sums and subdirect products

(c) Embeddings
1. Embeddings in M (f )

Ideal Theory
(a) Sums:

1. Sums and direct sums
2. Distributive sums

(b) Chain conditions
(Sections (b) (1) & (c) (1) of Chapter - 1 and Sections (a) & (b) of Chapter - 2)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to know and

understand direct products and sums of near-rings and also direct sums ofideals and chain

conditions on ideals.

B.eP
CHAIRMAN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagariuna University

Nagariuna Nagar-522 510.
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Unit III
(c) Decomposition theorems
(d) Prime ideals

l. Products of subsets
2. Prime ideals
3. Semiprime ideals

(Sections (c) & (d) of Chapter -2)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to understand
decomposition theorems in near-rings and prime and semiprime ideals of near-rings.

Unit IV
(e) Nil and nilpotent

Structure Theory:
Elements of the structure theory
(a) Types ofN-groups
(b) Change of the Near-ring
(c) Modularity

(Section (e) of Chapter-2 and Sections (a), (b) & (c) of Chapter-3)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to understand and
apply types of N-groups, modularity in near-rings.

Unit V
Structure Theory:
(d) Quasiregularity

Primitive Near-Rings:
(a) General

l. Definitions and elementary results
2- The centralizer
3. lndependence and density

(b) 0-primitive near-rings

(Section (d) of Chapter-3 and Sections (a) & (b) of Chapter-4 )

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to understand
quasiregularity in near-rings and structue ofprimitive near-rings.

Prescribed Book:
Near-Rings, The Theory and its Applications by Gunter Pilz, North-Holland Publishing
Company, AMSTERDAM, Revised Edition, 1983.

G'g'u--t
CHAIR MAN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagarjuna Universlty

Nagarjuna Nagar-522 510.



M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION
Fourth Semester

Mathematics

Paper III - NEAR-RINGS (MODEL PAPER)

(M 4.3 (NR))(c12

Maximum: 70 marks.Time: Three hours

Answer ONE question from each Unit.

UNIT I

l. (a) State and prove homomorphism theorem for near-rings'

(b) (i) Prove that 1Vo3, /V, but not gercra[y NoS /V'

(ii) Prove that /V" is an invariant subnear.ring of /V, but in general neither a right nor a left

ideal.
(oR)

2 (a) Prove that 1<N is maximal in Nif andonly if N/I is simple'

(b) Prove that ,f is faithfirl if and onlv if l[q, M(f)'

UNIT II

3. t€t (1, )kx be a familyof ideals of near-ring l[. Prove that the following are equivalent

(i) The sum of {'s is direct

(ii) The sum of the norrnal subgroups ({,+) is airect

I. = {0}t
(oR)

4. (a) Provethat if /<iy' is a direct summand then each ideal of Iisanidealof N'

(b) Prove that a sequence N = No = N, = N, 1.....r N, = {0} of subnear-rings N, of l[
is a composition sequence <+ all factors are simple.

P.

(' 9"v5
tics

(iii) Vi eK:{0



I.INIT III

5 Lrt Pbe an ideal ofa near-ring N. prove tbat the following are equivalent.
(i) P is a prime ideal.

(ii) V I,J3N : (A\ 
= 

P + I c. p v J E p.

(iii) Vi,/€trr:iE p^ j e p+(i)(i)cp.
(iv) V^I,J=<N:I 

= P n J = 
p + ll c. p.

(vl Y I,J3N:I c.pn J cp+IJ cp.

(oR)

6 (a) Let (f, ),., Ue a Amily of prime ideals, totally ordered by inclusion. Then prove that
(\".rP, =.P is a prime ideal too.

(b) Prove that N is simple + ly' is prime or l[ is a zero near-ring.

UNIT IV

7 (a) Let /<.1[. Thenprove that N is nil ifand only if 1 and N/I are nil.
(b) Let ,f be of tpe 0 (with generator 7 ) and let I <,, .ly' be a minirnal left ideal with

La.(0:y).fnenprove that Z =,, F.

(oR)
8 (a) Let f be an N-group atrd A a subset of f. prove the following:

(i) ,I is faithful if and only if ,of aod , I are faithfrrl

(ii) A<rv f cr A<il" f
(iii) A<, IeA(ro Fn OcA.

(b) Prove that each modular left ide al L + N e qo is contained in a maximal one.

Ul\uTV
9. (a) Le l[ e 70. Prove the following:

(i) zeN is nilpotent =+ zis quasiregular.

(ii) Each nil subset of N is quasiregular

(iii) If I <, N is nndular by e, then e is not quasiregular

g'9"-.....-
CHAIRMAN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagar.iuna UniversltY

Nagarjuna Nagar-522 510.



(b) lrt N contain either a left or a right identity e. Then prove the following:

(i) Every u - primitive ideal 1 of Nis modular.

(ii) lf e is a left identity of l[ then ly' is I -primitive iff N is 2 -primitive'

(oR)

l0 (a) Let the ring N be u - primitive on I. Then prove that N is a primitive ring on the

ly'- module f.
0) If ilf is unitary and N=No then prove that - and = coincide on 4'

g %-\'-'P " athematics-r,Jniv3rsity
;10.

I
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M.Sc. MATHEMATICS -MEMESTER
M 4O4A(21XNR) - ALGEBRAIC CODING TTIEORY

(\ilith effect from the batch of students admitted dting202L-2022)

Subject Code : M4o4(4X21) [ e uarts 30

No. of kcture /
Seminar/Tutorial for
week

06L + 0l S/T Exam Marks
Marks

70
100

Course Objectives: To detect errors in transmission of messages and to intrcduce the
basic concepts of Coding theory such as linear codes, perfect and Related codes, and
Cyclic T inearcodes.

UI\UT-I
Introduction to Coding Theory: Introduction, Basic assumptions, Conecting
and Detecting error pattems, lnformation Rate, The Effects of error Conection
and Detection, Finding themost likely codeword transmitted, Some basic algebra,
Weight and Distance, Maximum likelihood decoding, Reliability of MLD, Error-
detecting Codes, Error - correcting Codes. (Sections l. I - l. 12 of Chapter I ).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:
Understand the Effectsof enor correction and Detection and the concept of Maximum-
Likelihood Decoding and Reliability of MLD.
UIIIT-tr
Linear Codes : Linear Codes , Two important subspaces , Independence,

Basis, Dimension,Matrices, Bases for C= <S> and C{ Generating Matrices

and Encoding . (Sections 2. I -2.6 of Chapter.2).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:
Understand Basis,Dimension and GeneratingMatrices and Encoding.
UIYIT - III
Linear Codes : Parity - Check Matrices, Equivalent Codes, Distance of a

Linear Code, Cosets, MLD for Linear Codes, Reliability of IMLD for Linear

Codes. (Sections 2.7 -2.12 of C}:.ap|'rr.2).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

Understand Parity-Check Matrices, solving problems On linear codes'

I]NIT-W
Perfect and Related Codes: Some bounds for Code, Perfect Codes' Hamming

Codes , Extended Codes, The extended Golay Code, Decoding the extended

Golay Code, The Golay code, Reed - Mullar Codes, Fast decoding for RM
(l,m).(Sections 3.1-3.9 of Chapter 3).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

Understand andimplement codes and source of information'

1'

?



UNIT-V
cyclic Linear codes : Polynomials and words , Introduction to cyclic codes'

iotynomiAs encoding *d a""odiog, Finding Cyclic Codes, Dual Cyclic

Codes.(Sections 4.14.5 of Chapter 4).

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

Understand Cycliccodes.

PRESCRIBEDBooK:(coDINGTIIEoRY.TImESSENTIALS,,D.G.Hoffman,D.A.
Ianonard , C.C. Lindner, K. T' Phelps,C. A. Rodger, I'R'Wall, Marcel Dekker Inc'

nrrpnrilCB nooK: "Introduction to coding Theory", J.H. Van Lint' Springer Verlag'

Courseoutcomes:Aftercompletingthiscourse,thestudeotwillb€ableto:leam
some atgeUraicproperties of cirtain types of codes that at widely used in

Engineering.

q9



CODE: MZ+04(AX2IXNR)
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202_

FOIJRTH SEMESTER
MATIIEMATICS

Paper -IV, ALGEBRAIC CODING TIIEORY
Model paper

Time: Three hours Maximum: 70 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit (5 x 14 = le 6a*sy

I.]NTI-I
1 a) construct the IMLD table for the code c -{ l0l ,l I l,ol I } aod verify whetber this code c

detects the eEor pattern u = 100.
b) Prove that a code C of distanc€ d will at Ieast detect all non zero error patterns of weight less than or

equal to d-l .Moreovet there is at least one error pattern of weight d which C will
trotdetoct. (OR)

2 a) Define t - error detecting code. Find all error patterns which the codeC={0O0,lll } will det€ct.
b)I,etC= { 011 , 101, ll0 }.Does C corect the €rror pattern u = l(X)?

IJNIT-TI

3 a) Find the dual code c- for the code c=< s >, when
s= {1010, 0101,1111}

b) construct exaoples in tsof each of the following rules
l)u(u * w)=u.v +u.w
2)a(v,w)=(a.o).w = v.(a. w)

(oR)
4 a) Define linearly independent set. venry whether the followhg set is independence. If the set
is linearly depetrdeng extsact from s a largest lircarly' independent sub, sot wheres
={101,011, 110,010}.

b)Finda basis for c' forthe set s ={11101,10110,01011,11010}

6 a) trt H be a parity - cheek mate x for a linear code C Then show that C has distarce dis
and only of any set of d-l rows of His linearly independent and at least one set of d rows of H

is linearly dependent.
b) construct an SDA ass[ming IMLD for the code

c = {0000,1010,1101,0111}

/''

I.JMT.Itr
5 a) Frnd a parity check matrix for c={000,001,010,011}

b)Define systematic code. Find a systematic equivalen to the given code C.checkthatC
and C^ have the same length dimension atrd distance where
C =[00000,10110,1011,000111]

(oR)

'f,u,-1". 
*



IJNIT.tV

7 a) Find an upper bound for the size or dimension of a linear code c of length n = 6 and

the message l0l. 
(OR)

8 a) State and provs ths I{amming Bound theorem'

tibenne (n,k d) linear code. In iny ( n, k ,6 ) linear code, Prove that d=n-k+l if and only if
' 

""ery 
o-k.ows of the parity check matrix are lineady independent'

IJMT-V
9a) Find a basics and generating marix for the linear cyclic code of length n=7 and g(x)

b)

l0 a) If C is a linear cYclic code of length n and dimension k with generator g(x) anf if
1+x' g(x)h(x), then show that Cr is a cyclic code of dimension n-k with generator xk.h1x 5

b) Find the generator Pol for the dual code of the cyclic code of length n=6 having

generator PolYnomial g(x
ynomiql

) =l+x'.

r9

=1+x2+x3,
frt g(*)=t+r'+*3 be the generator polynomial of a linear cyclic code of length 7'

i)Eicode the following message polyuomial 1+ x'-
ii)Find the mess"g, poryoo*iii.'o#tpooAng to the code word x2+x4+x5

(oR)

distance d = 3,
U) floa 

" 
g.o.rator matrix for the standard form for a Hamming code of length 7 and encode



M.Sc. MATHEMATICS -MEMESTER
M 4O4B(21XNR) - LATTICE TIIEORY

(With effect from the batch of students admitted durng202l-2022)

Subject Code : M404(B)(21) lI A Mtks 30
No. of Lecture / Seminar/
T[torial for week

06L + 0l S/T Exam Marks
Marks

70
100

course objectives : To develop skirr5 1d ftasrvtsdge of standard concepts in Hasse
diagrams, completelattices, distributive lattices, Boolean algebras and Boolean ring.

UMT-I
Partly Ordered Sets:
Set Theorctical Notations, Relations, partly ordered Sets, Diagrams, special Subsets of a
Partly orderedset, Irngth, Lower and Upper Bouuds, The JodaFDed-ekind chain
Condition, Dimension Functions.(Sections l-9 of Ch I)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:
Understaad partiallyordered sets and Jordan Dedekind chain conditions.

I.]NIT - TI
Algebras, Iattices, The [attice Theoretical Duality principle, semi Lanices, Iattices as
Partly ordered sets, Diagrams of lattices, Sub Iattices, Ideals, Bound Elements of a
lattice, Atoms and Dual Atoms, Complements, Relative Complements, Semi
complements, Ineducible Prime Elements of a lattice, The Homomorphism of a Iattice,
Axiom Systems of Iattices.(Sections 10-21 of Ch II)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

|nuryo the relationship between posets and lattices, acquire knowledge of
fundamental notions from latticetheory.

UNIT-III
Complete lattices, Complete Sub lattices of a Complete Iattice, Conditionally
Complete Lattices,Compact Elements aDd Compactly Generated [attices,
SubAlgebra lattice of an Algebra, Closure Operations, Galois Connections,
Dedekind Cuts, Partly Ordered Sets as Topological Spaces.(Sections 22-29 of Ch Itr)

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Define
and understandbasic properties of complete lattices and conditionally complete lattices,
closure operations and their apptcations.

I,]NIT - TV
Distributive lattices, Infinitely Distributive and Completely Distributive I^attices,
Modular lanices, Characterization of Modular and Distributive Iattices by theit
Sublattices, Dishibutive Sub lattices ofModular Lattices.(Sections 30-34 of Ch IV)

p.G.qi$llt[T]]Lq$1-
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Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to:

Characteiize modularand distributive lattices using the Dedekind criterions.

g

q9M

UMT-V
Ttre Isomorphism Theorem of Modular l,ttices, Covering Conditions' Meet

i.p*t"tt"tl", i, Modular and Distributive Lattices'(Sections 35-36 of Ch [V)
-nilrc* 

afg"ttus, De Morgan Formulae, Complete Boolean Algebras' Boolean

Algebras and Boolean Rings.(Sections 42-46 ofCh VI)

l,sslning outcomes: Upon completion of this *iJ' 9":T9"* will be able to:

Cf,".*t iir" -oOufarand disnibutive lattices using the Birkhoff and Understand

Boolean algebras, Boolean rings.

PRESCRIBED BooK: ..lntroduction to Lattice Theory',, Gabor Szasz, Acadamic press.

REFERENCE BOOK: "Lattice Theory", G' Birkhoff, Amer' Math'Soc'

course outcomes: A.fter completing this course, the student shall be able to: attain

some tno*mge of basic concepts if stnrctures with order relation' importance's of

i"tti"" 
"oa 

tn" i"tationship betwienBoolean algebras and Boolean Rings with unity.



CODE: M404(BX2IXNR)
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202-

FOURTH SEMESTER
MATHEMATICS

Paper -IV, LATTICE THEORY
Model paper

Time: Three hours Maximum : 70 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit

T]NIT-I
I a) State Zorn's kmma and chain axiom.Show that the chain axiom implies Zorn's kmma.

b) Prove that if every sub chain and every completely unordered subset of a poset P is finite
the P is finite.

(oR)
2 a) Prove that a poset P satisfies thc minimum condition if and only if every nonempty subset
qf p ssatains minimal elements.

b) Show that on a partially ordered set of locally finite length bounded below, the dimension
function can be defined.

I.'NTT-tr
3 a) Prove that every finite subset of the lattice L has an infimum and supremum.

b) Prove that fwo lattices are isomorphic if and only if they are order isomorphic.
(oR)

4 a) Prove that every uniquely complemented lattics is v,,gakly complemented.
b) Prove that a lanice is a chain if and only if every one of its elements is meet irreducible.

UN]T.M
5 a) Define a complete lattice. Prove that every order preserving mapping of a complete lattice

into itself has a fixed element .

b) Prove that every element of a lattice satisfying the maximum conditiotr is compact.
(oR)

6 a) Give an example of a conditionally complete lattice which is not complete.
b) Prove that every lattice is isomorphic to some sublaftice of a complete lattice.

I.]NTT.IV
7 a) Prove that every complete ring of sets is completely distributive.

b) Prove that a lattice L is modular if,and only if,every triplet a,b,c ofL satisfies the equation

a., O ^ (a - c))=(a - b) ^ (a., c).
(oR)

8 a) Prove that a lattice is distribution if and only if every one of triplets of elements has a

median.

b) hove that in a modular lanice ,the sub laftice gpnerated by the elements x,y,z of thc lattice is

distsibutive if,aod only if, x ^ (y - zF@ ^ y) - (t ^ ).

Yffi. -"u**r

(5 x 14 = 70 marks)



[,NTT-V

9 a)Prove that transposed intervals of a modular lattice are isomorphic'

bjprove that everyelementof a disributive lattice has atmost one irredudant irreducible meet-

reprcsentation.
(oR)

l0 a) Show that the complemented elements of a bounded distributive lattice form a sublattice.

b)Prove that every complete Boolean algebra is infinitely distributive'

s



Subject Code : M404(CX21) EfuElfil! 30
70No. of Ircture / Seminar/

Tutorial for week
06L + 0l S/T

otal Marks
Exam Marks

100

[EE@-

M.Sc. MATHEMATICS -MEMESTER
M 4O4C(2T)NR) -OPERATOR TTIEORY

(With effect from the batch of students admitted during202l-2022)

I.INII -I

Inner Product Space. Hilbert Space, Further Properties of Inner product Spaces,
Orthogonal Complements and Direct Sums, Orthonormal sets and sequences, Series Related to
Orthonormal sequetrces and sets. (Sections: 3.1 to 3.5 of Chapter 3)

I.INTI- tr

Total Orthonormal sets and sequences, Legendre, Hermite and L:guene polynomials,
Representation of functionals on Hilbeit Spaces, Hilbert-Adjoint Operator,
(Sections: 3.6 to 3.9 of Chapter 3)

I.]NTI-M
Specfal theory in Finite Dimensional Normed Spaces, Basic Concepts, Spectral

Properties of Bounded Linear operators, Further Properties of Resolvent and spectrum.
(Sections: 7.1 to 7.4 of Chapter -7)

I.'NTT-ry

Banach Algebras, Further Properties of Banach Algebras, Compact Linear Operators on
Normed spaces, Further Properties of Compact Linear Operators, Spectral Properties of Compact
Linear Operato$ on Normed Spaces. (Sections: 7.6 to 7.7 of Chapter 7 and Sections 8.1 to 8.3 of
Chapter -8)

UNTT-V
Further Spectral properties of Compact Linear Operators, Operator Equations Involving

Compact Linear Operators, Further Theorems of Fredhotn type, Fredholm alternative. (Sections:
8.4 to 8.7 of Chapter -8)

TEXTBOOK:

INTRODUCTORY FLJNCTIONAL ANALYSIS WTIII APPTICATIONS: Erwin
Kreyszig, John Wiley & Sons,

-:*ffi.W



CODE: M404(CX2IXNR)
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202-

FOURTHSEMESTER
MATTIEMATICS

Paper -fV, OPERATOR TIIEORY
Model paper

Time: Three hours

Answer ONE question from each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 marts)

t,NIT- I

I (a) State and prove Schwarz inequality.

(b) Irt Y be atry subspace of a Hilbert space H. Thcn prove that H= Y(EZ where Z= Yr

(oR)

2. (a) I*t X be an inner product space and M * Q a convex subset which is complete in the

menic induced by the inner producL Then p@ve that for every given x in X there

exists a unique y in M such that d = *tll, - ill = p - rtt .

i."ll 7 ll rr

(b) Describe the method of Gram - Schmidt process for orthonormalizing a linearly

independent sequence in an Ioner product space.

IJNIT II

3 (a) kt M be subset of an inner product space X. If M is total in X, then prove that

there does not exist a nonzero x in X which is orthogonal to every element of M;

i.e.,xIM+x=0.

(b) Irt H be a Hilbert space. IfH is separable then prove that every orthonormal set in

H is countable.

(oR)

4. State and prove Riesz theorem of functional on Hilbert spaces.

UNITIII

5 (a) Give an example

v

for an operator with a spectral value which is not an Eigen value.

Maximum: 70 marks



O) I.etT e B (X,X),whereXis aBanachspace. Provethatif llrll< t ttreng-q-t

exists as a bounded linear operator on the whole space X and

0-T)-r = \oft = t *f+12 +......

(oR)

6 State and prove spectral mapping theorem for polynomials.

I,'NTT IV

7. Irt A be a complex Banach algebra with identity e. Then prove that for any xe An o(x\ + Q.

(oR)

8 . (a) IJt T: X -+ X be a compact linear operator on a normed space X. Then prove that for

every Ll), the range of Tr = T - l[I is closed.

O) Irt X and Y be normed spaces' I.et T: X -+ Y be a linear operator' Then prove

that T is compact if and only if it maps every bounded sequence {xo} in X onto a

sequence {Tx.} in Y which has a convergent subsequence'

UNITV

9.(a)lrtT:X-+XbeacompactlinearoperatoronanormedspaceX,andlet?r'4'

Prove that there exists a smallest integer q (depending on l" ) such that from

n = q on, the ranges Ti (X) are all equal; and if q > 0, the inclusions

T:(x) )T{x) = ......>Tf (x) are all proper.

o)IrtT:X+XbeacompactlinearoperatoronanormedspaceX.ProvethatifT

has nonzero spectral values, then every one of them must be an Eigen value ofT '

(oR)

10. Let J = [e"b] be atry compact interval and suppose that k is continuous on I x I' Then prove

that the operator T: X+X defined by (TxXs) =

linearoperator. /.

k(s,t)x(t)dt, where X = C[a,b], is a compact
b

:M



M.SC. MATHEMATICS.IV SEMESTER

Maos (A)(21): COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA

(With effect from the batch of students admitteddting102l'202?)

Subject Code : M40s(AX2r) It R varts 30

No. of l,ecture / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

06L + 0l S/T Exam Marks
otal Marks

70
100

Integral dependence- the going-up theorem-Integrally closed integral domains.

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this utrit, the shrdent will be able to: understatrd integral
dependence, the going-up theorem and integrally closed integral domains.

UNIT II

The going-down theorem - valuation rigs.

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this uniq the student will be able to: understand the goingdown
theorem and valuation rings and apply them.

UNIT III

Chain conditions

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this utrit, the sudent will be able to: know and understand different
kinds of chain conditions and their role in the structures of different kinds of rings.

UNIT TV
Noetherian rings: Primary decomposition of Noetherian rings - Artin rings.

Leaming outeomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: understand primary
decomposition in Noetherian rings and structures of Artin rings.

I,]NIT V
Discrete valuation rings - Dedekind dornains -Fractional ideals.
Learning outcomes: Upon coryletion of this unit, the surdent will be able to: understand Discrete valuation
rings, Dedekind domains and Fractional ideals.

ts.erv5
'.,fr:r""i$t{fli1fi*ry*
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Course Objectives:

To introduce the studentsvariouscoocepts of integral domains, valuation rings, primary
decomposition in Noetherian rings, Arin rings, Dedekind domains and fractional ideals.

[]NIT I



TEXTBOOK:
Introduction to commutative algebra by M.F.Atiya and I.G. Macdonal( Addison-Welsey Publishing

Company.

Reference Books:

l. T.W Hungerford, Algebra, Springer-Verlag
2. N.S Gopalaki shat, Commutative Algebra, Oxonian Press

Q.,Su,-r-,-.'.-
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M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION'
FOT]RTH SEMESTER

MATHEMATICS
Paper -V, COMMUTATM ALGEBRA

Model PaPer

Time: Three hours Maximum: 70 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 marls)

I]NIT I

l. (a) Let B be a commutative ring with an identity element and A be a subring of B. Then

prove that the following are equivalent:
(i) x e B is integral over A;
(ii) A[x] is a finitely generated A-module;
(iii) Alxl is contained in a subring C of B such that C is a finitely generated A-

module.

O) Irt A E B be integral domains and B integral over A' The show that B is a

fieldif andonlyif Ais afield-

Or

2. (a) State and prove the going-up theorem,

O) Lrt A c B be commutative rings with an identity eleme s and C the integral

closure of A in B. Irt S be a multiplicatively closed subset of A' The prove

that SiC is the integral closure of S-'A in S-'8.

. t]NITtr

3. (a) State and prove the going-down theorem.

@) lrt A be an integrally closed domain, K its field of fractions and L a finite
separable algebraic extension of K and B be the integral closure of A in L. The prove that there

exists a basis vr, v2 , .., , vnof L over K such that B cAvr + Avz + ... + Avo.

Or

4, (a) Irt K be a field and L be an algebraically closed field. I*t x be the poset of all pain
(A, f), where A is a subring of K and f is a homomorphism of A into L under natural
ordering. Lrt (B, g) a maximal element of E. Then prove that B is a valuation ring of the field
K.

@) I*t A be a subring of a field K. The prove that the integral closure of A in K is

Pr: ^ ^E'gu:\ii::1""i{,il[ttt, G.s-...'-,,"r",j;;:ri:!;:::!"4?j!:*,i",

CODE: M405(A)(21)
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the intersection of all valuation rings of K which contain A.

UNITM

(a) Prove that M is a Noetherian A-module if and only if every submodule of M is

finitely generafcd

O) If M, i = 1,2,3, ,,. , n, are Noetherian A-modules then prove that their direct

product is also Noetherian.

Or

6. (a) Suppose that a module M has a composition series of length n. Then prove
that every composition series ofM has length n and every chain in M can be
extended to a composition series.

@) Prove that a module M has a composition series if and only in M satisfies

both the chain conditions.

I.'NT[ TV

(a) State and prove Hilbert's basis theorem.

@) Prove that in a Noetherian ring every irreducible ideal is primary.

.Or

(a) Prove that in an Artin ring ttre nilradical is nilpotent.

O) State and prove stnrcture theorcm for Artin rings,

UNITV

(a)Define a discrete valuation rhg ard give an example. I*t A be a Noetherian

local domain of dimension one, M its maximal ideal and K= AIVI its residue

field. Then prove that the following are equivalent:

(, A is a discrete valuation ring;
(ii) A is integrally closed;
(iii) M is a principal ideal.

(b) Prove that the ring of integers in an algebraic number field K is a Dedekind

domain.

Or

7

.S,^.i.-"^ - g's-l.--,.-,
CHAIRMAN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagarjuna University

Nagarjuna Nagar-522 510.
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10. (a ) Define a fractional ideal' Show that a local domain A is a discrete valuation

ring if and only il every non-zero fractional ideal of A is invertible'

@) Prove that an integral domain A is a Dedekind domain if and only if every

non-zero fractional ideal is invertible.

-.g-9\"--^.
CH AIRMAN
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course objectives: To develop problem solving skirls sf lheal ,ro*amming problems using

Two- PhasJmetho4 Dual8 theory, The Revised Simplex metho4 Game theory and integer

Programming

UNTT-I

Further Discusslon of the simplex method: Further discussion; the two phase Method for

artificial variables; phase-I; Phase-tr; Numerical examples of the two phase method.

[Sections 5.1 to 5.4 of Chapter -5 of [1] l

Learning outcome: upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: solve the LPP

using the two Phase method.

Duality thmry 8nd its Ramlficstions: Altemative formulations of linear programming

froUtems; Ouat tinear programming problems; Funa:mlntal proPerties of- dual problems;-other

iormulations of duaf problems; unb-ounded solution in the primal; the dual simplex algorithm -an

.r..pf.. p*, 
"ptimAity 

proficms, changing the price vector' changing the requirements vector'

adding variables or constrahts

iir.ti'oot 8.l to 8.7; 8.10 ofChapter 8 and 1l'2 to l1'5 Chapter ll of [l] )'

Learning outcome: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Find the dud of an

LPP and solve the Problem.

TJNIT -II

UNIT-III

TheRevisedsimplexmethod:lntroduction;Revisedsimplexmethod-standardforml;
r;;;ilJ;;edure for standard form I; Revised simplex method-

i;'d.d f;* h; computational procedure for standard form tr; Initial identity

'na:"i. 
f;;h*;-I ; comparison'of tt 

" 
ri-pt.* ."thod and Revised simplex method.

(Sections i.l to 7.6 & 7'8of Chapter 7 of [1])'

Learningoutcome:Uponcompletionofthisunit,the'studentwillbeableto:Solvealinear
p.gt;;nng p.otlem using Revised Simplex Method'

& 'Yl5"-
CHAIRMAN

P.G. Board of Studies in Mathematics
AcharYa Nagarjuna UniversltY

Nagarluna Nagar-522 510'

30I A MarksruSubject Code :

70End Exam Marks
100Total Marks

06L + 01 S/TNo. of I*cture / Seminar/
Ttrtorial for week
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IjNIT-W

Game theory: Game theory and Linear programming; Introductioq reduction of a game to a

linear programming problem; conversion of a linear programming problem to a game problem.

(Sections ll.2 to ll.l4 of Chapter I I of [l] )
Learning outcome: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Solve Linear
programming problems and game theory problems.

UNIT-V
Goal programming, Integer programming: Inroduction; Gomory's cut, Balas lmptcit
Enumeration Technique, Goal programming.
(Sections 7.1,7.2 and7.4 of Chapter 7 and Section 10.3 of Chapterl0 of [2] )

Learning outcome: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: Understand and

Solve Goal programming problems and integer programming problems.

TEXT BOOKS:

[1] G.Hadley "Linear programming" Addison Wesley Publishing Company.

[2] Beqiamin Lev and Howard J. Weiss "Inroduction to Mathematical Programming" Edward
Amold Pub, Lnndon, 1982.

Course outcomes: After completing this course, the student shall leam in detail, about the Simplex
method, Revised simplex method and the relation between Game theory and linear programming.

g 9*v.--
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CODE: M405
M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 202

FOURTHSEMESTER
MATIIEMATICS

Paper - V, OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Model paper

(-'

$xzrlonl

Time: Three hours Maximum: 70 marks

I

Answer ONE question ftom each Unit

I'NIT I

Use two - phase simplex method to solve

Maximize Z=5\-4xz+34

Subjectto 2x1+x2-64=?ff ;

6xr+5xz+lW<76

Exr -3xz-6xr ( 50, x1, x2, x3 )0.

(oR)

Use two - phase method to solve

Minimize Z=5xr+8xz

Subjectto 3x1+2x2 >3

\+4xz>4

x1 *x2<5andxr,xz >0.

IJNTT tr

(5 x 14 = 70 marts)

g.9p
CHAIRMAN

P.6. Board of Studies in Mathematics
Acharya Nagarjuna UniveEity

Nagarjuna Nagar-522 510.

,)

3 Use duality to solve

Maximize

Subject to

Z=2\+xz

xr+2x2<10,



4.

5

xr+xz(6

\-x232
xr-Zxz3l, xr, x2,20.

(oR)

Use dual SimPlex method to solve

Maximize Z=10\+6x2+2x3

Subject to - xt * xz * rg ) 1,

3x1 + x2-x3 22, xr, xz, x: 20'

I,'NITItr

DescribethemajolstepsinvolvedinRevisedSimplexmethodtosolveanL.P'P.

(oR)

Use revised simplex method to solvc the LP.P.

Maximize Z=\+Zr"z

Subject to xr +xz 3 3,

h+2x2 35

3x1 +x2(6andxr, xz 20'

UNTT tv

Explain the conversion of a linear progammhg problem to a game problem'

6

7

/.-
g'9-v.--,-

-*ffi,;}i}l'if,i,utffi*"
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8. Solve the following game for the pay-off matrix

Player B

81 92 B3

Arl3l
PlayerA Az 0 -4 -3

A'3 15-l
UNITV

9. Solve the followinB goal programming

Min Z = Pr di + Pz dz- + 2P: dr- * P: dr*

Subject to l0xr + l0xz +d1- - d1+ = 40Q

x1+d2- = {Q

x2 +di = 30, X1 ,x2,d1- , dr*, dz- , dr- ) 0

(oR)

10. Use Gomorian ftactional cut method to solve the following L.P.P

Maximize Z=xr+2xz

Subject to \ +2x2 <12

4xr +3xz <14,

xl , x2 > 0 and are integers.

q '9?\'--^-'
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30A Marks(21)M405(Subject Code :
70
100

06L+ 01 S/T
otal Marks

Exam Marlcs
No. of kcture / Seminar/
Tutorial for week

$
M.SC. MATHE

M4os6$(21XN
(With effect from the batch

MATICS-IV SEMESTER

R): BANACH ALGEBRAS

of students admitted dwing 202L-2022)

course objectives:To introduce the students Banach algebraswhich includes its basic concepts

-a tfr p.i*, the radical, tlre strrrcture of commutative Banach Algebras' and involutions

and some special commutative Banach algebras'

UMT-I
General preliminaries on Banach Algebras

elements - Topological divisors of Zero.
The definition and examples - Regular and singular

Learning outcomes: Upon completion of this unit, the student will be able to: know basic notions in Banach

;;;'d";J;;;p1", oi n-""n ag"ur". and understand regular and singular elements and toPological

divisors of zero in Banach algebras.

UNIT-tr
The spectrum -The formula for the spectral radius'

Learningoutcomes:Uponcompletionofthisunit,thestudentwillbeableto:understandthespectsum
spectal formula in Banach sPaces.

I]MT-III
The radical and the semi - simplicity - The structurc of commutative Banach Algebras: The

Gelfand mapping.

Learningoutcomes:Uponcompletionofthisunit"thestudentwillbeableto:understandtheradicaland
*rt+.iU"iry 

"f 
fanacl algetras and the stsucture of the commutative Banach algebras'

UNIT-W
i,ppfl"tioo, of tn" formula r(x) = limllxolll/n - Involutions in Banach Algebras: The Gelfand-

Neumark theorem,

Learningoutcomes:Uponcompletionofthisutrit,thestudentwillbeableto:applyspectralformulaand
understand involutions in Banach algebras.

T]NIT.V
io_, ,p"cia 

"o--ututive 
Banach Algebras: rdeals in c(x) and the Banach-stone theorcm

The stone{ech compactification - commutative C* - algebras'

Learning outcomes:Upon completion

special commutative Banach algebras.
of this unit, the studont will be able to: know atrd understand sore

Q'.-s^-'u-'- - -q,i;1tffi,Wi$-



Text Book: Introduction to Topology and Modern Analysis - By G.F. Simmons - Tata McGraw
- Hill Edition, 2004.

Reference Books:
l. E. Kaniuth, A Course in Commutative Banach Algebras, Springer, New york, 2009.
2. R. Larsen, Banach Algebras, Marcell-Dekker, 1973.
3. Banach Algebras and Automatic Continuity, london Mathematical Society,

Monographs, 2001.

. S,^.i,^-r,''-a
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CoDE: M40s(8X21)

M.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION,
FOURTH SEMESTER

MATTIEMATICS
Paper -V, BANACH ALGEBRAS

Model paPer
Time: Three hours Maximum: 70 marks

Answer ONE question from each Unit (5 x 14 = 70 marks)

T]NT[ I

I. (a) Let A be a Banach algebra. Then prove that for every element x in A for which

lll - xll<l is regular and the inverse of such an element is given by x-' = I +
Ef=r(r -:r)".

O) I,et A be a Banach Algebra and G be the set of regular elements of A. Then show that the

mapping x ---+ x-t of G into G is continuous and is a homeomorphism of G onto itself.

Or

2. (a) Irt A be a Banach algebra and S be the set of singular elements of A. The Prove

that S is a closed subset of A.

(b) Let A be a Banach algebra and S be the set of singular elements of A and Z is

the set of topological divisors of zero in A. The prove that the boundary ofS is a

subset of Z.

I.INITtr

3. (a) LetAbe a Banach algebra and x eA, Then prove that o (x) is non-empty.

(b) lf,t A be a Banach subalgebra of a Banach algebra B and x e A. Then prove

that os(x) coa(x) and each boundary point of o6(x) is a boundary point

of og(x).

Or

4. [.et A be a Banach algebra and x e A. Define the spectral radius r(x) of x and

prove that r(x) = Iimll x'lll/n .

*.*---
CHAIRMAN
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5. (a)

o)

If Ris the radical of a Banach algebra A andreR' the prove that I -ris

regular.

If r is an element of a Banach algebra A with the proPerty that I -xr is regular

for every x in A then prove that r is in R' where R is the radical of A'

UNTT Itr

ITNIT TV

Or

6 (a) If fr and fz are multiplicative functionals on a commutative Banach algebra A

with same null space M then prove that fr = fz'

@) Prove that M -r f v is a one-tGone mapping of the set of all maximal ideals of a

commutative Batrach algebra A onto the set of all its multiplicative functionals'

'1. (a) Define Banach''algebra and B'-algebra and grve one example for each of

These

(b) Define a normal element in a B' -algebra- If x is a normal element in a

B'-algebra then show that 621 = [xll2'

State and prove the Gelfand-Neumark theorem'

.TJNIT V

State and prcve Banach-Stone theorem'

Or

Or

9

o)

lrt A be a commutative C'-algebra of operators on a non-trivial Hilbert

space H. If an operator in A is regular in B(IO' then prove that it is also

regular in A.

Irt N be a normal opelator on a non-rivial Hilbert space H' A the

commutative C' -algebragenerated by N' and the space of maximal ideals

in A. Then prove rhat the tunction r{ in c1 ) which corresponds to N under

the Gelfand mapping is a homeomorphism of onto o(N)'

fi.' tS'"^t-^^--^

8

10. (a)

S 'g't.-,:1
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